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Past and Present – Stories taking place
at the site of Jao Tsung-I Academy

Chapter 1 – Foreword

JTIA is situated in Lai Chi Kok, Sham Shui Po, a district once
an old village with a rich history
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Jao Tsung-I Academy (JTIA) is situated in Lai Chi Kok district which is to the
west of Sham Shui Po, Cheung Sha Wan, and Butterfly Valley. The land has a local
name, lai chai kuk (literally means “foot of the youngest child”) is thought to have been
derived from an old legend that children played and left their footprints in the place.
Fishermen used to call their youngest sons as lai chai and shout for them at the beach.
The place also got its name named because of the shape of the cape resembles a Lychee
or a child’s foot plate, a homophone of “Lai Chi Kok”.
The cape is adjacent to the main road network near Castle Peak Road and Ching
Cheung Road, not far away from the foothills near downtown Mei Foo. The site was
first occupied by the Kowloon Customs Sham Shui Po sub-station during the Qing
dynasty, followed by a Chinese labourers’ quarters (commonly known as “Piggies’
Guan”) between 1904 and 1906 as a place for Chinese labourers to say before they were
shipped overseas. It then became a prison from 1921 to 1937, changing to a leprosarium
in 1945, a sanatorium for chronic patients after that, before becoming a psychiatric
rehabilitation centre (HA Care Home) from 2000 to 2004 under the Hospital Authority.
After the closing of the HA Care Home in 2005, the complex became one of the first
buildings under the “Revitalising Historic Buildings through Partnership Scheme”’ in
2008, ultimately becoming the Jao Tsung-I Academy.
Lai Chi Kok is within the Sham Shui Po District which also consists of Sham Shui
Po, Cheung Sha Wan, Mei Foo, So Uk, Shek Kip Mei, Yau Yat Chuen, and the south of
Stonecutters Island. The district is bounded to the northwest by Ching Cheung Road
and Lai King Hill Road. The existence of Lei Cheng UK Han Tomb built in the Eastern
Han dynasty (AD 25 - 220) can be adduced to support the view that as early as in the
Neolithic period, the area near Cheung Sha Wan was already inhabited. As stated in the
Xin An County Gazetteer, the latest by the Jiaqing period (1760-1820) in the Qing
dynasty, hamlets including Sham Shui Po Village and Cheung Sha Wan Village were
already in existence in the District.
In 1898, according to the “Second Convention of Peking” Great Britain leased the
New Territories and occupied the area of land from the north of Boundary Street to the
Shenzhen River (Sham Chun River). All the area along Sham Shui Po, Cheung Sha
Wan, Lai Chi Kok, Kau Wa Keng, and Kowloon Tong became integrated into the
Kowloon district. At the time, Sham Shui Po was a market where a pier was built for
shipping goods from inland to Hong Kong Island; the place was named ”Deep Water
Pier” because of the pier. The market was originally located at Nam Cheong Street,
then moved to Pei Ho Street where it remained for a century. Before its modern
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development, Sham Shui Po already consisted of Un Chau Village to the north, Tin
Liu Tsuen to the south-east, Om Shan Tsuen to the west, and Ma Lung Hang to the
north-west.
Tai Po Road (built in 1902) was the main road in the area before 1912. At the time,
the area between Nam Cheong Street and Kweilin Street was under reclamation work
to provide more land to private property developers. Since 1912, many large-scale
reclamations have taken place in the area. The reclamation completed in 1914 covered
the area stretching from Kweilin Street to Tonkin Street and levelling Sai Kok Sha near
present-day Hoi Bun Street. In 1919, the area had been further extended by reclamation
works from Tonkin Street to Lai Chi Kok; barracks were built on the new reclaimed
land to the west of Yen Chow Street for the British army in 1924. In 1928, the Standard
Oil Company built their petroleum storage at the shores of Lai Chi Kok (these were
destroyed during World War II and then rebuilt). The headquarters of Commercial
Radio Hong Kong was set up in the area between 1959 and 1969. In 1969, the oil depot
moved to Tsing Yi and the site used to build the Mei Foo Sun Chuen housing estate.
During the decades from 1920s to 1930s, Sham Shui Po developed into an
industrial district where textile, garment, metal, and enamel factories were set up. The
massive influx of post-war refugees settled in Sham Shui Po and Cheung Sha Wan, and
built squatter huts there. In 1950s, the textile and garment manufacturing industries
flourished in the area. After the outbreak of the major Shek Kei Mei fire in 1953, the
government built the first resettlement area – the Shek Kip Mei Estate, a public rental
housing estate in the following year. The first factory building in Cheung Sha Wan was
opened in 1957. The area also saw the development of more local industries, beginning
with the plastic industry as the major one in 1960s, followed by the toy and watch
industry in the 1970s and the 1980s, and then the clothing and electronics in the 1980s
and 1990s. So Uk Estate, Cheung Sha Wan estate, Pak Tin Estate, and Un Chau Estate
were successively established in the district. By the 1990s, the district had become the
most populated administrative district in the area.
Other, more everyday trades could also be also found in the district: the vegetable
and livestock wholesale market developed and expanded in the years 1965 to 1973;
Fish Marketing Organization was established in 1966 (for one year). Since 1968, the
Cheung Sha Wan Slaughterhouse, a petroleum storage facility of the Mobil Oil
Company, Lai Chi Kok Incinerator, and cemetery were built. The environment of the
district has been improved in recent years.
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Map of San On District drawn by an Italian Missionary, 1866

Lieutenant Collinson Map, revised, 1895
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3/4 inch to 1 mile War Office Map, 1905-09

1:80,000 Map, 1936

1:10,000 Map Series L882, 1965-71
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Past and Present – Stories taking place
at the site of Jao Tsung-I Academy

Chapter 2
The Past Lives of the Jao Tsung-I Academy

Kowloon Customs Sham Shui Po Sub-station |
Chinese Labourers’ Quarters | Lai Chi Kok Quarantine Station |
Lai Chi Kok Prison | Lai Chi Kok Infectious Disease Hospital |
Lai Chi Kok Psychiatric Rehabilitation Centre | HA Care Home
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Kowloon Customs Sham Shui Po Sub-station (1895-1899)
As early as the 24th year of Kangxi (1685), the imperial court of the Qing dynasty
had already set up four custom stations at Jiang (Jiangsu), Zhe (Chekiang), Min (Fujian),
and Yue (Canton) provinces, and ships patrolled the coast in an effort to deter smuggling,
and impose and collect tariffs. Afterwards, the “Canton System” was enacted and
Guangzhou (Canton) became the only trading port in the country.
The imperial court ceded Hong Kong Island to Britain in the 22nd year of
Daoguang (1842) and opened five trading ports including Guangzhou. In order to
prevent unscrupulous businessmen from using Hong Kong as a hub of contraband
opium trade, the imperial court established inspection and taxing customs houses
outside Hong Kong under the rule of the Governor General (Viceroy) of Guangdong
(Canton) and Guangxi Provinces, the Lijing Bureau and the Inspector-General of the
Yue Maritime Customs Service (Inspector-General). The first Inspector-General,
Robert Hart, was British. At the time, vessel customs inspection was still in the hand of
the imperial court; most of the British merchants in Hong Kong opposed the practice
because it was against any interference with the freedom of the port.1
In the Treaty of Tianjin signed during the 8th year of Xianfeng (1858), it specified
that opium would be renamed “Western medicine” and freed for trading. However, the
controversies over the opium trade in Hong Kong continued. In the 12th year of
Guangxu (1886), the imperial court and Britain signed the “Hong Kong Opium
Agreement” (管理香港洋藥事宜章), meaning that tariffed opium would be allowed to
trade in Hong Kong; the imperial court would no longer inspect ships sailing out of
Hong Kong and vice-versa.2
In April of the following year (1887), Kowloon Customs (commonly known as
Yang Guan), which was a branch of Yue maritime customs, was set up in Hong Kong
for imposing opium tariffs and countering smuggling. The first Kowloon Commissioner
of Customs was a British national, T.A. Morgan. Soon after taking office, he took over
the Yue Customs including the stations in Kap Shui Mun, Kowloon City, Fat Tau Chau,
and Cheung Chau. Previously, Kowloon Customs was in charge of all tariff collection
and anti-smuggling operations in Hong Kong, including opium revenues. The Customs’
headquarters were on the second floor of Bank Tower, 16-18 Queen’s Road Central,
Victoria City on Hong Kong Island. Of the 328 staff, there were 13 Westerners and 315
local customs officers.3
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By the end of 1887, the Kowloon Customs stations at Kap Shui Mun, Kowloon
City, Fat Tau Chau, and Cheung Chau, and those of the original Lijing Bureau were reorganized: Three additional stations of Kap Shui Mun customs would be set up at
Tsuen Wan, Gok Wan, and Sham Shui Po; Shatin sub-customs would be attached to
Kowloon City customs. Together, the anti-smuggling fleet and patrol squadron namely
Kwuan Lui, Kwuan Fun, Guong Hong, Fei Hong, Lei Kum, Hoi Ban, and Cheung Kin
were formed, and an ammunition ship and a platform ship were added to the service.
The Kowloon Customs service employed 474 people, including 34 Westerners.4 An
opium barge was in place from the north shore of Stonecutter’s Island when the Sham
Shui Po sub-customs was established; it then moved to Sham Shui Po waterfront.
J. Mcleavy Brown succeeded to the role of Inspector-General of Kowloon
Customs in April 1890. His duties included handing cheques of tariff, profit tax and
expenditure to the Governor-General of Liangguang and Inspector of Yue Customs
monthly, and holding discussions directly with government officials on various
matters. In the same year, customs officers of land stations were increased from 24 to
154, and six Western officers were added to cease opium smuggling along land
borders. The newly constructed pier at Kap Shui Men Customs was also in operation
in 1890.5
In 1891, the sub-customs posts of Kap Shui Mun, Kowloon City and Fat Tau Chau
were relocated. New barriers were built on the land border concurrently. These barriers
were 8 feet high, 2.5 miles long and with 6 channels for business travellers, patrolled
by customs officers throughout the day and night. The Customs Service bought lands
on the border of Sham Shui Po for construction of the Sham Shui Po sub-customs
office.6
In July 1893, H.E. Hobson succeeded J. Mcleavy Brown to the position of
Inspector-General and bought land near Lai Chi Kok boarder to build offices and
dormitories for the Kowloon City sub-customs post.7 He retired in June 1895 and
H.M. Hiller became the acting Kowloon Customs Inspector General. In September, the
new Sham Shui Po sub-customs post was put in use, initially monitoring ship activities
in the waters, which was then shifted to verifying opium certificates, and taxation on
small items. The customs service berthed their patrol vessels at the coastal pier.8

Hiller was promoted to Kowloon Customs Inspector-General in April 1896. In July,
a typhoon struck Hong Kong and destroyed the border barriers; many of the sheds of
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the patrol stations were blown away.9
In the 24th year of Guangxu (1898), “The Convention for the Extension of Hong
Kong Territory” was signed between the imperial court and United Kingdom; the
territories between the north of Boundary Street on the Kowloon Peninsula and the
south of the Sham Chun River, and the surrounding islands were leased to the United
Kingdom. The Sham Shui Po Sub-customs closed in April 1899 but retained the
function of opium certificates verification. In October 1899, the three stations at Tsuen
Wan, Kuk Wan, and Sham Shui Po were moved to Dai Shan Island (Tai Shan) and Ling
Ding Island (Lin Tin Island) where the sub customs of Daishan and Lingding were
founded respectively. The barracks at Sham Shui Po Customs were gradually closed
and demolished, except for the pier for berthing of patrol vessels and the opium barge
of Sham Shui Po Customs which was to be retained in Hong Kong territory. 10 Its
operation was amalgamated with the Kowloon Station Sub-customs in 1912 till April
1917. At the time, the main duty of the station was to examine certificates and impose
taxation for opium being transported to the interior.11
A stone inscribed with “Kowloon Customs Boundary” was found in Lai Chi Kok,
at the east of the same hillside where JTIA is now located. Research proves that the
grounds had once been occupied by the Kowloon Sham Shui Po sub-customs under the
jurisdiction of Yue Customs during the Qing dynasty. The boundary stone still occupies
the original inspection site.

Sino-British border separated the east and west sections of Kowloon Peninsula.
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A military outpost of Qing at the Sino-British border, Boundary Street.

Boundary Stone of Sham Shui Po Sub-customs, Kowloon Customs in the Qing
dynasty (located in the site of Jao Tsung-I Academy).

Boundary Stone on Ling Ding Island, new Kowloon Customs Outpost (Collection of
Shenzhen Museum)
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Boundary Stone in Da Shan, new Kowloon Customs Outpost (Rubbing)

The stone-rubbing of Boundary Stone in Da Shan, new Kowloon Customs Outpost
(Picture taken at Kowloon Customs Boundary Stone)

Boundary stones engraved “Kowloon Customs” and “Borrowed 7 foot for Kowloon
Customs” at Ma Wan
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Ma Wan Customs, 1898 (Source: Government Records Service)

Distribution of sub-customs of Kowloon Customs, 1887
(Source: 《九龍海關志 1887 1990》)
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Appendix:
Differences between Western and Chinese Boundary Stones
Both Chinese and Western boundary stones are to define boundaries and show land

ownership. During field research, the Department of Real Estate and Construction of
The University of Hong Kong discovered a boundary stone inscribed “B.O. No. 4”
erected by the British Ministry of Defence during the early colonial years. It was
discovered that this stone was the earliest in Hong Kong in the early Victorian years,
and erected by Lieutenant Collinson R.E., a royal engineer either in late 1843 or early
1844, making the over 170 years old.
Western and Chinese boundary stones are different in their appearance; the former
serves two purposes: surveying and boundary setting. As shown in the pictures, the
arrows on the Western boundary stones are for altitude allocation. The B.O. No. 4
boundary stone was discovered in a military fortification; on it was erected in Sai Wan
Fort over 172 years ago. Besides the arrow sign, the stone was also inscribed with two
English letters “B.O.”, which stands for “Board of Ordinance”. It is believed that the
location was a vital military survey point for the British in Hong Kong’s early years.
As for the Chinese boundary stone, instead of functioning simply as a surveying device,
boundary stones were to highlight ownership of the land and boundary setting. Hence,
the Western boundary stone is more advanced as regards to surveying and map drawing.
Precise measurements lead to accurate drawing and thus military superiority.
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Marker Stone discovered at Sai Wan Redoubt
(Source: Department of Real Estate and Construction, University of Hong Kong)
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Old guard post

Old customs

Site Plan of the Segregation Camp in Lai Chi Kok,17 October 1905
(Source: Government Records Service)
Labourers’ Quarters (1904-1906)
“Chinese workers” (coolies) broadly refers to those who worked aboard during the
late Qing period. They were mostly peasants or fishermen coming from remote and
desolate villages in Guangzhou, Wuyi, and the Pearl River Delta. Most were either
abducted, kidnapped, or tricked into working aboard. However, some were free labour
who might have been paid the first instalment of salary; however, they would be
charged with referral, transportation, and agency fee (remuneration to the agent or
agency) prior to taking labouring work in overseas (i.e., Southeast Asia, America,
Canada, Australia, South Africa etc.). Many were neither able to acquire immigration
qualifications as citizens or civil rights from the countries where they worked, nor could
return to China; most eventually died in the foreign land.12 They were also known as
“piggies” which alludes to their way of catching and carrying off swine and snorting
while eating rice from wooden planks.
These “piggies” were categorized into two types: a) contracted worker – referring
to those contracted for three, five to ten work abroad; and b) workers in debit – referring
to those who received an advance on their passage from the
recruiter and were expected to be controlled by employers in foreign lands until they
could pay-off their debts and interests.
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The abducted “piggies” would first be sent to hostels on the mainland which had
colluded with overseas’ “Piggies Guan” and were then detained within barracks. Once
a certain amount of piggies had been accumulated they be sent aboard on large cargo
ships. The journey would take several months. “Piggies” would be detained inside ship
warehouse in unbearable conditions. After arriving at the destination, they would be
assigned to manors or mines where fatalities were high due to the harsh conditions.13
Before the mid-nineteenth century, the number of Chinese who had migrated to
South Africa was limited. It was not until the discovery of diamond and gold mines that
many Chinese emigrants were attracted to the place. According to South African law,
Chinese migrants were forbidden to work in mines; they could only do business or
provide services. Up until the late-nineteenth century, it is estimated that Johannesburg
had at least 3,000 Chinese running six large-scale logistic companies, 250 grocery
stores, laundry shops, and farms.
After the outbreak of the Boer War in South Africa in 1899, Chinese workers left
the mining areas for comparatively peaceful coastal towns such as Port Elizabeth and
East London. Great Britain won the war in 1902 and Transvaal became a British colony.
Previously, mining stopped because of the war and workers fled. This ruined
Transvaal’s economy which had depended heavily on gold mining. Mine owners
strived to convince the government to resume importing Chinese contracted workers to
restore the economy. Despite facing wide opposition at home and aboard, the British
conservative government which also controlled the Transvaal granted the permission
to resume imports of Chinese labour.14 Many of these workers came from southern
China.15
In 1904 the government endorsed the labourer Importation Ordinance (Worker
Importation Bill). In May of that year, carrying the first batch of contracted Chinese
workers, the SS Tweeddale sailed from Southern China to South Africa. In the
subsequent years between 1904 and 1910, there were a total of 63,695 indentured
Chinese workers being transported in 34 shipments to work in the gold mines. However,
only three shipments from Southern China provinces were made since then owing to
the conflict between the government officials from South Africa and Southern China
provinces. Another 62,006 Chinese workers (97.4%) were from Northern China
provinces. Labour contracts restricted the service period for labourers to three years;
employers could extend it for two more years. Chinese workers had to return to their
country as soon as their contracts expired.
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In 1904, the Transvaal recruited Chinese workers from south China. The taipan,
Butterfield Swire, of the British company Swire, rented three miles of land on the
waterfront in Lai Chi Kok from the British Government to build a Chinese labours’
quarters in the name of Chamber of Mines Labour Importation Agency, to
accommodate 100,000 Chinese workers.16 The workers’ quarters was situated on the
hill next to a pier, the same place of the former Sham Shui Po Customs station, where
the Low Zone of JTIA is today. There is a pier on the waterfront where Qing customs
used to berth their ships and where Chinese labourers boarded for transportation
overseas. In March the year, Swire put up a recruitment notice in Kaying, Guangdong,
Si Xiang, and Wuzhou, Guangxi, and recruited two batches of Chinese workers for a
total of 1,741 persons through China foremen. These workers were sent to Lai Chi Kok,
Kowloon prior to boarding their ships. By the twentieth century, most of the overseas
south Chinese workers had settled down, but some of them had conflicts with the locals.
Thus the recruiters searched for new manpower from central and north China, mainly
in the provinces of Guangdong, Hebei, Shandong, and Henan.17
Enduring maltreatment no more, Chinese workers in Transvaal revolted, fled, or
arranged strikes in 1905. These workers took on other jobs after their contracted labour
and thus violated the law.18 Because the strikes had a bad effect on public security in
the mining area and districts in neighbourhood, and affected the political state of the
entire colony, so the local government ceased recruiting Chinese labour. Chinese labour
recruitment was gradually moved to the north; and the originally planned recruitment
contracts in China were forced to cease at the end of 1906. Having been running for
two years, the Lai Chi Kok labourers’ quarters was closed and abandoned as a result.
Between 1906 and 1907, the huts were left deserted.19

Number of Chinese labourers imported annually to the mines of Transvaal:
1904

1905

1906

1907

Number of annual imported Chinese
labours

23,517

27,016

11,039

2,123

Gross Total of Chinese labours
imported before 31 December each year

23,517

50,533

61,572

63,695

Number of Chinese labours employed at 20,918
31 December each year

47,217

52,889

53,828

Loss

2,599

3,316

8,683

9,867

Loss (%)

11.05%

6.56%

14.1%

15.49%
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Percentage of annual imported unskilled 15.49%
labourers

17.03%

7.38%

1.41%

Percentage of annual imported unskilled 13.78%
Chinese labourers before 31 December
each year

32%

35.36%

35.86%

(Source: Annual Reports of the Transvaal Chamber of Mines, 1904-07, Chinese Labour
in South Africa—10, p. 91)

Area of Chinese Labourers Recruitment in North China (Source: Peter Richardson,
Chinese Mine Labour in the Transvaal, p. 106.)

Area of Chinese Labours Recruitment in North China (Source: Peter Richardson,
Chinese Mine Labour in the Transvaal, p.80.)
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Map of Transvaal, South Africa, 1904
(Source: Peter Richardson, Chinese Mine Labour in the Transvaal, p. 19)

Map of Lai Chi Kok Labourers’ Quarters (Source: Peter Richardson, Mine Labour in
the Transvaal, p. 84.)

Segregation Camp Lai Chi Kok (Source: Item 49-F1b)
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Chinese labourers in Transvaal, 1906
(Source: Rachel K. Bright, Chinese Labour in South Africa, 1902-10, p. 134.)

Recruitment advertisement of Chinese labourers.
(Collection of Jiangmen Wuyi Museum of Overseas Chinese)

Indenture of ship ticket loan to Chinese labourers for work in America
(Collection of Jiangmen Wuyi Museum of Overseas Chinese)
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Copy of Statement about Chinese labourers in Cuba
(Source: Collection of Jiangmen Wuyi Museum of Overseas Chinese)

The British Royal Lancers took part in the Boer War, 1899.
(Source: Collection of NSW Royal Lancer Barracks, Sydney, Australia)
Lai Chi Kok Quarantine Station (1910-1912)
An epidemic broke place in south China in the early twentieth and the first
epidemic case in Hong Kong was reported on 3rd April 1910. News on the same day
said that outbreaks of other disease including small pox, rabies, and cattle plague had
all had recently occurred in south China. On 11th May, Hong Kong was declared an
epidemic area by Badawei Bu (Petaling Jaya), which was then cancelled on 14th
subsequent news of the epidemic areas spread to Foshan, Sihui, Guangzhou, Beihai,
Dongguan, Shantou, Macau and places of close contact with Hong Kong such as the
UK, Russia, Italy, Nanyang, Beijing, Shanghai, Zhenjiang, Suzhou, and Nanjing. The
- 24 -

Hong Kong government endeavoured to raise public awareness about hygiene like
removing stagnant water, not spitting on the street, and not drinking tap water; they set
up additional hygiene facilities such to aid in reservoir cleaning, and the extermination
of mosquitoes and rats.20
In 1907, cholera broke out on a ship from Singapore. Among the 1,236 Chinese
on the ship, 12 died on the journey and seven were still infectious upon arrival at Hong
Kong. In the meanwhile, the infection segregation centre on Stonecutters Island was
closed in 1910 to build a military camp. Sir Frederick Lugard, the then Governor of
Hong Kong requested the British government purchase the abandoned labourers’
quarters in Lai Chi Kok to use as a quarantine station.
The Hong Kong government brought the site of the former Lai Chi Kok workers
houses for a sum of HKD $3,000 from The Chamber of Mines Labour Importation
Agency in early 1908. Spending an additional $8,500, the former shabby huts for
detaining Chinese workers were refurbished as red brick bungalows to quarantine the
1,600 persons and it was named Lai Chi Kok Quarantine Station. The former customs
station was turned into guard house; a boundary wall built with big rocks was added
along the Quarantine Station entirely.21

Hong Kong Public Works Report, 1908.
The major function of the Quarantine Station at the time was to segregate patients.
If any of plague patient was found on the ship, all the passengers, whether sick or not,
would be sent to the quarantine station for examination. As there was a pier in Lai Chi
Kok, the quarantine station was built on the site; however, the station was in use for
only two years then abandoned.
In the government gazette, 1908, there was a set of Chinese and Indian menus for
contractors and hospital patients in the Observation Station, Lai Chi Kok.
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Menu at Observation Station, Lai Chi Kok
(Source: The Hong Kong Government Gazette, 27 November, 1908.)

Old Guard Room (fortress), standing next to the entrance of the old Lai Chi Kok
Quarantine Station (Source: JTIA)
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Entrance of the old Lai Chi Kok Quarantine Station (Source: JTIA)

Drawing plan, 1910. (Source: Public Records Office, Hong Kong)

Elevation Plans, 1910. (Source: Public Records Office, Hong Kong)
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Appendix: Sham Shui Po Military Camp
In 1909, the Standard Oil Company built a petroleum storage tank in Lai Chi Kok.
Over the next decade (1910-1920), the Hong Kong government gained a lot of land for
development from large-scale reclamation work in Shum Shui Po.22 Seeing that the
Qing government was overthrown and the Republic was established after the 1911
Revolution, Governor Lugard was worried about the possibility of riots breaking out
and the risk of social instability when refugees from the mainland started to pour into
Hong Kong. In the following year (1912), he requested the British government to
dispatch more British soldiers to Hong Kong to strengthen law and order. General
Reginald Dyes and 850 soldier were stationed in Hong Kong and set up Sham Shui Po
Military Camp at the coast near the former Lai Chi Kok petroleum storage tank and
quarantine station. The construction of the Military Camp was finished in 1927.23
The camp hosted two battalions stationed in Hong Kong; Indian soldiers were
housed in the Nanking Barracks (commonly known as the Indian Barracks), and the
British soldiers in the Jubilee Buildings. The camp was located at the convergence of
Lai Chi Kok Road and Yen Chow Street in Sham Shui Po, to south to the sea and north
Cheung Sha Wan Road, east Yen Chow Street and west Tonkin Street. The entrance
opened onto Yen Chow Street, and there was a wide road running through the barracks,
with semi-circular corrugated iron sheds on each side of the road.24

British army marching in Sham Shui Po Military Camp, c. May 1928
(Source: Public Records Office, Hong Kong)
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Aerial view of Sham Shui Po, c. 1927
(Source: Public Records Office, Hong Kong)

Boundary stone at the entrance of the military camp (Source: Public Records Office,
Hong Kong)
After the fall of Hong Kong on 25th December 1941, the camp was used as a
concentration camp holding British and Allied soldiers. At the time, the soldiers were
detained in various sites. Officers were kept in the Argyle Street Barracks; Indians and
Hong Kong Chinese and the Singaporean Royal artillery were jailed in Ma Tau Chung
Barracks. Some soldiers were once jailed in North Point Concentration Camp and then
moved to Sham Shui Po Military Camp. Soldiers in these camps were being tortured
and many resulted in deaths during the three years and eight months fall of Hong Kong.
After the war, the concentration camp resumed its duties as an ordinary military camp.
The Jubilee Buildings were constructed as married quarters for the Gurkhas in the 1960s.
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In 1977, the camp was closed and the land was handed over to the Hong Kong
Government; a portion of the site then became Lai Kok Estate and Lai On Estate. In
1980s, the land in the neighbourhood of the estates was used as a Vietnam refugee camp
(Jubilee Transit Centre), which was moved to Pillar Stone, Tung Mun in 1989. The
camp site then became Sham Shui Po Park.25
The military camp is no longer in existence nowadays, but the three pieces of
boundary stones of the camp etched “M.O.D.B.S. Mo.10 Military Squad Boundary”
still remain and can be seen in the park. The story was inscribed on the commemoration
plaque erected by the Canadian Veterans Association in Hong Kong and next to the two
maple trees:
“Two maple trees were planted on 5 December 1991 in memory of our Canadian

comrades who paid the supreme sacrifice perished in prison camps and have
since died as a result of the suffering inflicted.
1941-45
we will never forget
Hong Kong Veterans of Canada.”

The monumental plaque erected by Hong Kong Veterans Association of Canada
(Source: Professor Siu Kwok-kin)
Not far away, there are another few trees planted by The Hong Kong Prisoner of War
Association on August 1989 to commemorate those who had fought in the war, suffered
and died in the prison camps.26
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The monumental plaque erected by The Hong Kong Prisoner of War Association in
August 1989 (Source: Professor Siu Kwok-kin)

Lai Chi Kok Prison (1921-1937)
Victoria Prison is located in Central on Hong Kong Island to the south of Chancery
Lane and west of Arbuthnot Road and was the earliest prison in Hong Kong. As the
prison population increased and the prison became short of space, some inmates were
transferred to the floating prison near Stonecutters Island, off the coast of Sham Shui
Po. In the early twentieth century, in order to solve the overcrowding condition in
Victoria Prison, and due to the suspension of the construction of the Ngau Shi Wan
Prison,27 the abandoned Quarantine Station in Lai Chi Kok was pressed into service.
From 1921-1924, the station underwent some minor renovation to become a lowsecurity male prison, namely Lai Chi Kok Prison, which was also the first prison in
Kowloon. Some of the male prisoners from Victoria Prison were transferred here, while
the female prisoners were still housed in Victoria Prison in Central.28 In 1931, a female
block was added next to the men’s block in Lai Chi Kok.

Mei Foo Oil Depot around 1930s-1960s
(Source: Correctional Services Annual Report)
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Before the establishment of the Lai Chi Kok Prison for Women, female prisoners
were kept inside Victoria Prison and a building on Wyndham Street rented by the
Prisons Department. As early as 1892, the then Works Department had suggested
building a two-storey female prison. The Commissioner of Prisons had mentioned in
the subsequent reports about the plan to build female prisons to solve the overcrowded
conditions in Victoria Prison. Although the number of female prisoners was far less
than the male prisoners, the female block in Victoria Prison was very small and could
not cope with the continuous the growth of female offenders. Therefore the building of
a new female prison was urgently needed.
The Lai Chi Kok Prison for Women received female prisoners from April 1932. In
1934-1935, the prison was running at full capacity, and the prison authorities started to
transfer male prisoners to Stanley.29 On 28th November, 1936, the Lai Chi Kok Prison
for Men closed, but the female section was still in operation. 30 In the book New
Territories 《香港新界風土名勝大觀》 by Wong Pui Kai, it says:
Lai Chi Kok Prison is an exemplary prison compound solidly built on a hillside.
The prison is like a small walled city. Below it had been the site of Yeung Uk
Village, where a female prison has been built in nowadays, sided with a vegetable
field tended by inmates….31
It was a low-security prison constructed of red bricks and supported by granite
cornerstones; the top of the window was an arch shape. The cells had wooden pitchedroofs, supported by iron trusses and covered with two layers of pan-and-roll tiles in
Chinese style.32
The prison was located in a quiet environment and remote from Kowloon’s urban
sprawl. The prison contained standard cells, individual cells, and cells for individual
remand prisoners, which implies that its design had already given consideration to the
need to separate prisoners with long-term sentence, short-term sentence or pending for
sentence. There was also a mini-hospital and cells for pregnant prisoners.33 During
their sentence, prisoners would be either working outside or inside the jail. Around
1934, the prison bought a boat named “Phoenix” and converted it into a transport ship
for escorting prisoners to work in different institutions. The original boat for shipping
“piggies” became a ship delivering supplies to Hong Kong’s prisons.
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In 1937, Stanley Prison was opened and replaced Lai Chi Kok Prison. All the male
inmates of Lai Chi Kok Prison were transferred to this prison; the two prisons there
were then merged to one – Lai Chi Kok Prison for Women, where JTIA stands today
and the location of the former male section. Since 1938 when the Lai Chi Kok Prison
for Women was converted to Lai Chi Kok (cholera) Hospital and the temporary Lai Chi
Kok Hospital, the female prisoners were moved to Lai Chi Kok Reception Centre. Lai
Chi Kok Prison was closed in 1969.34
The vacated prison was being used for military training between April and July,
1946.35 The following year, Lai Chi Kok Prison was reopened owing to overcrowding
in Stanley Prison, and some of the female prisoners were then transferred back to Lai
Chi Kok. There are records from 1965 showing Justices of the Peace visiting Lai Chi
Kok Prison for Women.36
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Source：
《懲與教：香港獄政發展》Punishment and Education: Development of Hong
Kong Prisons 1921-2011, Correctional Services Department, 2011
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Appendix: From Stories of Jailbreak to Maximum/minimum Security

Prisons

Escape from jail (Source: Government Records Service)
A female prisoner named Leung Law (transliteration), whose prisoner number was
F1685, stayed in Zone B of Lai Chi Kok Prison. On 6 February 1951, a female prison
guard named Lee Lai Kuen, whose staff number was 278, assigned 20 prisoners in Zone
B to canteen for breakfast at 6:30 am. After the prisoners collected their food, the guard
made a head count and confirmed that all was correct. The guard instructed the
prisoners to take the morning meal in the workshop and kept a close eye on the
prisoners during the meal. After breakfast, she instructed the prisoners to return all
utensils and trays to the canteen. She did not count the number of prisoners at the time.
Ten minutes later, the guard asked prisoners with babies to get hot water from
kitchen for bathing their baby. Five to six prisoners went to the kitchen. She did not
make a count of the prisoners again.
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At 7:35 am, the guard ordered the prisoners to return to Zone B. Then she counted
the prisoners one by one and there were 93 of them. The headcount did not include the
prisoners who had gone to the kitchen. It was believed that Leung Law, the escaped
female prisoner, hid herself in the water heater room inside the bathroom at that time.
The guard inspected the workshop including work benches in Zone B, then checked
and locked the toilet and the store; finally she went to inspect the bathroom, yet she
overlooked the water heater room. She counted the prisoners again and marked down
the number on the record sheet. Same as last time, there were 93 prisoners. After
collecting the record sheets of other zones, she passed them to the prison officer on duty
at the main gate.
The prison officer found that the number did not match the previous one recorded
at 6:00 am; one prisoner was missing. He asked the female guard to count the prisoners
again. She did the counting three times, with the same result that there were only 93
prisoners. When the guard inspected the bathroom again, she found that somebody had
pried the door open and there were work benches and rubbish bins stacked up against
the boundary wall. She knew that someone had broken out of the prison, so she
immediately pressed the alarm button. The Chief Nursing Officer called up every staff
member to undertake a search, in addition to the extensive search conducted by the
police. However, no one could spot the escaped prisoner Leung Law.
Lai Chi Kok Infectious Disease Hospital (1938-1975)
In 1937, infectious diseases (smallpox, diphtheria, and cholera) raged in Hong
Kong and South China region; the outbreak of Sino-Japanese War also prompted a huge
influx of refugees to Hong Kong from the mainland China. As of 1938, the poor hygiene
and sanitation in Hong Kong had led to soaring numbers of patients suffering from
infectious diseases. To meet the medical needs of the community, the government
renovated the vacated prison on the site and converted it into a hospital complex and
sanatorium catering to the treatment of leprosy and other infectious diseases, or taking
care of patients after surgery after being transferred from other hospitals.37
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Source: Report of the Director of Public Works, 1938
The widespread of infectious diseases still posed a serious challenge to Hong Kong
during the Japanese occupation as well as the early part of the revival period. In 1947, the
tuberculosis sanatorium at Mount Davis was closed; patients were then transferred to Lai
Chi Kok Infectious Disease Hospital.38

After paying visit to the Lai Chi Kok Infectious

Disease Hospital, W.A. Stewart, J.P. wrote in his report that the hospital was a complex of
old-style depot-like brick buildings done with plastered walls. Its Upper Hospital was with
a capacity of 180 beds, treated patients with mild symptoms; whereas the Lower Hospital
could accommodate 300 patients. Most of the patients suffered from tuberculosis.

In the 1950s and 1960s, once again, infectious diseases were at their peak in Hong
Kong. Together with the outbreaks of smallpox, diphtheria, and cholera, Lai Chi Kok
Infectious Disease Hospital served as a quarantine hospital again.39In 1961, the hospital
set up a laboratory and a diagnostic centre to carry out specialized studies on the causes
and treatment of cholera.
The Princess Margaret Hospital was opened in 1975 and received infected patients
from Lai Chi Kok Infectious Disease Hospital.40 The latter was then converted to a
sanatorium for leprosy patients and psychiatric patients. In 1981, Kwai Chung Hospital
was erected and took over Lai Chi Kok’s psychiatric patients.
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Posters about various kinds of diseases from 1950s-1960s (Source: Items 72-76-H2)
Appendix 1:
Oral History Interview with Madam Lee Ho Chun
According to the oral history interview with Madam Lee Ho Chun, initially the
hospital was for treatment for tubercle bacilli (TB) and the F section of the Middle Zone
was the infectious hospital. The hospital was originally called “Lai Chi Kok Infectious
Hospital” then renamed Lai Chi Kok Hospital, leaving out the word “infection”.
At the time, there was no dedicated infectious hospital in Hong Kong. The Lai Chi
Kok Hospital would receive patients with diphtheria, measles, leprosy, and rare diseases;
doctors who were treating infectious diseases would come here to work. Leprosy
patients would be admitted to the Lai Chi Kok Hospital before being transferred to Hei
Ling Chau.
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The buildings at the Low Zone was the area for TB treatment, the upper zone was
for patients from Kowloon Hospital and Queen Mary Hospital as patients would be sent
to this hospital after having surgery from other hospitals. For example, as soon as
patients had survey in the morning, they would be sent to the hospital for convalescence.
Lai Chi Kok Hospital would be responsible for removing stitches.
The upper zone was also used as staff quarters; bedrooms were on the upper floor,
while the dining room and sitting room were on the ground floor. The work here were
very boring, so we were allowed to play cards and mah-jong in the dining room and
sitting area. The Middle Zone had patients’ quarters and the administration building,
while the Low Zone was for medical staff quarters, storage, uniform room, and dining
area.

Appendix 2:
Lai Chi Kok Leprosy Hospital
Leprosy was rampant in Hong Kong during the post-war period (1950s). It is a
chronic
infectious
decease;
it
attacks
skin, causing
granulomas of
the nerves, respiratory tract, and eyes. Leprosy was said to be first recognized in Egypt
as back as to 1,000 BC, and had been devastating China for 2,000 years. Incidents of the
disease declined with the discovery of antibiotic.
In 1951, the government and the Leprosy Mission in London jointly set up a
leprosarium on Niku Chau, a small island located to the east of Lantau Island.
Following the opening of the leprosarium in 1954, the island was renamed Hei Ling
Chau (“healing” means curing) and received most of the leprosy patients at Lai Chi
Kok Infectious Disease Hospital.41
At the early time, all leprosy sufferers were sent to Hei Ling Chau for isolation
and treatment. Leprosy reached its peak in the 1960s; the leprosarium at one time had
a maximum intake of 540 patients. Later, owing to advances in the treatment of leprosy,
the leprosy epidemic was under control, and the number of new patients gradually
decreased. In 1974, Hei Ling Chau’s leprosarium closed down.42 In 1975, there were
only 78 leprosy cases; all patients were then transferred to Lai Chi Kok Hospital for
treatment.
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The number of leprosy patients decreased substantially towards the end of the
twentieth century. Lai Chi Kok Hospital was therefore transformed into a sanatorium
for psychiatric patients. When Kwai Chung Hospital opened in 1981, the psychiatric
patients were relocated there.

Lai Chi Kok Hospital at infectious diseases period, 1950s (Source: Madam Lee Ho
Chun, former nurse)

Lai Chi Kok Hospital at infectious diseases period, 1950s (Currently, Hall 2 of the
Gallery) (Source: Madam Lee Ho Chun, former nurse)
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Lai Chi Kok Hospital during the infectious diseases period, 1950s
The hospital was once near the sea (Source: Madam Lee Ho Chun, former nurse)

Site Plan of Lai Chi Kok Hospital, 1960. The buildings below the hospital were doctors’
quarters; they were demolished when Castle Peak Road was altered in 1968. (Source:
Architectural Services Department, Hong Kong, 1960.)
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Daily scenes in Lai Chi Kok Hospital (Source: Hong Kong Government Information
Services Department)

Daily scenes in Lai Chi Kok Hospital (Source: Hong Kong Government Information
Services Department)

Mei Foo and the present Lai Chi Kok Detention Centre after 1968. (Source: Hong Kong
Government Information Services Department)
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Aerial view of Mei Foo, 1975 (Source: Hong Kong Government Information Services
Department)

King George post box at the original main entrance of Lai Chi Kok Hospital
(Source: Hong Kong Government Information Services Department)
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Industrial Therapy Unit of Lai Chi Kok Hospital (Block G, Middle Zone), 1987
(Source: Madam Amy Chan, former nurse)

Christmas celebration in Lai Chi Kok Hospital, 1986 (Blocks H & G, Middle zone)
(Source: Madam Chan King Hang, former nurse)
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Medical staff at Lai Chi Kok Hospital, 1987 (Block P, Low Zone) (Source: Madam
Chan King Hang, former nurse)

Lai Chi Kok Hospital, 1986
(Source: Hong Kong Government Information Services Department)

Lai Chi Kok Hospital, 1986. A chimney at the rear of Middle Zone is clearly seen
(Source: Hong Kong Government Information Services Department)

Lai Chi Kok Hospital, 1986. (upper floor of Block F)
(Source: Hong Kong Government Information Services Department)
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Lai Chi Kok Psychiatric Rehabilitation Centre (1975-2000)
With the opening of the infectious disease wards at Princess Margaret Hospital in
1975, Lai Chi Kok Hospital no longer acted as an infectious disease hospital.
Concurrently, the Tuen Mun Hospital was facing an overcrowding, so some of its
patients were sent for rehabilitation therapy at Lai Chi Kok Hospital. The hospital
provided accommodation for convalescent leprosy patients and to those who were in
need of long-term care. It had a separate section for leprosy patients, a 20-bed ward at
one of the five blocks in the upper section, and four blocks for psychiatric patients.
The hospital also arranged occupational therapy to help patients return to the
community. At the beginning, support staff would evaluate each patient and arrange
work for them according to their capability and skills gained from vocational training.
Most patients would do simple tasks in a factory or firm such as thread cutting or gluing
plastic flowers. Whenever patients finished a task, they would be awarded points with
incentives. After they had accumulated a certain number of points, they would be
allowed to purchase snacks or to attend activities, for example, a barbeque at the High
zone.
Dr. Iu Pu Chuen, the Hospital Principal in the 1980s, said that the Lai Chi Kok
Psychiatric Hospital was very concerned about the healing environment for patients.
Besides planting many trees in the hospital, they had also installed handrails on stone
steps, and arranged special quarters for handicapped patients.
There were about 400 patients when the hospital was providing healing services
to chronic psychiatric patients; the average days of hospitalization was about 1,500.
Medical staff included of four doctors and 70 nurses, with about 100 support staff.

HA Care Home (2000-2004)
As psychiatric treatment was gradually becoming more integrated with the local
community, the Hospital Authority has been adjusting the number and distribution of
beds in psychiatric hospitals in recent years. Many mentally stable psychiatric patients
lacked accommodation after leaving hospital and still needed follow-up services after,
a long-term care home was required. In the early 2000, the Hospital Authority planned
to convert Lai Chi Kok Hospital to a long-term care home, namely “HA Care Home”
for 400 chronic psychiatric patients.
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HA Care Home would first transfer patients who were in need of more medical
attention to other psychiatric hospitals to make room for patients from those hospitals
who were on waiting list for long-term care. Eventually, these patients would be handed
over to the Social Welfare Department.
HA Care Home, being the last task of the Hong Kong’s health care system in Lai
Chi Kok Hospital, finally closed in 2004.

HA Care Home (Source: JTIA collection, Item 31-A200)
HA Care Home had been in operation until 2004, closed and vacated since then. It
was designated as a Grade III Historic Building by the Antiquities Advisory Board. In
2008, it became one of the buildings of the first batch of the Revitalizing Historic
Buildings through Partnership Scheme. In 2009, HKIPCC developed the site for
inheritance and development of Hong Kong culture, and renamed it as Jao Tsung-I
Academy to honour Professor Jao Tsung-I, the world-renowned sinologist.
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Past and Present – Stories taking place
at the site of Jao Tsung-I Academy

Chapter 3 - The Present Life of Jao Tsung-I Academy

Aimed at conserving and revitalizing the 100-year-old complex,
JTIA has not only protected the historic value of the site, but
also made the historic buildings more functional.
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Naming and Establishment of JTIA
Jao Tsung-I Academy is a project under the first batch of the “Revitalizing Historic
Buildings through Partnership Scheme” (the Scheme) of the HKSAR Government, and
operated by an NGO, the Hong Kong Institute for Promotion of Chinese Culture Ltd.
(HKIPCC), who took part in restoration, revitalization of the project and hold
responsibility of its daily operation.
HKIPCC is a charitable organization recognized by Hong Kong Government, and
a cultural hub that promotes Chinese culture and facilitates cultural exchanges. Since
its establishment in 1985, HKIPCC has been advocating for communication between
Hong Kong, mainland and overseas Chinese, and promoting cultural exchanges and
integration between Chinese and other cultures. HKIPCC has organized a wide range
of activities relating to the visual arts, performing arts, academic research, ethnic culture,
folk art, and history study tours. It has held more than a thousand activities such as talks,
exhibitions, courses, workshops, seminars, inter-school competitions, video-sharing
sessions, docent services for visitors, field trips, and cultural tours. Through these
multidimensional activities, HKIPCC has endeavoured to further its objective of
cultural promotion, emphasizing both in the academic and the popular aspects, and
expects to integrate culture and art into the daily life of the public.
In recent years, the Hong Kong community have become more concerned about
heritage conservation. In the events of clearing the Star Ferry and Queen’s Pier, both
the public and the Government realized that development and conservation are not
necessarily in conflict with each other. In order to strike a balance between sustainable
development and heritage conservation, the Government began to be more focused on
related to these issues. In his Policy Address 2007-2008, the then Chief Executive
Donald Tsang proposed a series of policies regarding heritage conservation, with
statutory and administrative measures, to conserve historic buildings, conduct
assessment of their heritage impact, and revitalize historic buildings.43
In 2008, the Hong Kong SAR Government empowered the Development Bureau
to implement the Revitalizing Historic Buildings through Partnership Scheme, included
suitable government-owned historic buildings in the scheme, and invited non-profitmaking organisations to participate in the project. With one-off grants to cover the cost
of major renovation to the buildings (in part or in full) and nominal rental for the
buildings after revitalization, the social enterprise will provide services or operation to
transform the historic building to a unique historic landmark. The project does not only
create work opportunities, particularly to the residents in the region, but also encourages
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the public to participate in historic building conservation. It is believed that once people
have shared and appreciated the conservation work of architectural heritage, they would
connect themselves with the old community and establish a sense of belonging.44

Roving Exhibition Poster of the 1st batch of Revitalizing Historic Buildings through
Partnership Scheme (Source: Commissioner for Heritage's Office, Development
Bureau).
The Lai Chi Kok Hospital, a Grade III Historic building, was the largest of the
historic buildings in the first batch of the Scheme. In 2004, the site was closed when it
had accomplished its historic mission as an “HA Care Home”; then in 2009, HKIPCC
submitted an application on the theme of “Hong Kong’s Cultural Heritage” for the
project, and was selected to redevelop and revitalise the historical complex.
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Plaque at HA Care Home. The hospital completed its years of service in 2004
(Source: JTIA)

JTIA Revitalisation Kick-off Ceremony, 2010 (Source: JTIA)
Professor Jao Tsung-I, the Honorary President of HKIPCC, is the contemporary
Chinese sinologist who had predicted that “the 21st century will become the era of
Chinese Renaissance, and Chinese culture will go global.” Since the mid-twentieth
century, Professor Jao had made Hong Kong his home base where he developed his
academic career, being fully committed to academic research and actively promoting
international scholarly exchange. He had won many awards and received important
honours including Prix Stanislas Julien awarded by the Academie des Inscriptions et
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Belles-lettres in France, Academician of the É cole française d’Extrême-Orient,
Honorary Member of the Societe Asiatique in Paris, Academician of the International
Academy of Sciences for Europe and Asia; Officier de L’ordre des Arts et des Lettres
by the Minister of Culture in France, the first Honorary National Doctor, Humanities of
the France Sorbonne Institute of Higher Research since its establishment in 125 years,
honorary doctorate degree by the É cole Pratique des Hautes É tudes in France, Grand
Bauhinia Medal by the Hong Kong SAR Government, and the first member appointed
by the Central Literature and History Research Hall. He was also awarded Fellowship
of China Central Research Institute of Culture and History of the State Council, and
became the first Hong Kong scholar crowned with this laurels.45 His achievements
highlights the uniqueness and creativity of Chinese culture.
The academy is named in honour of Professor Jao Tsung-I for his marvellous
accomplishments and extraordinary contributions to art and academic research. JTIA
upholds Professor Jao’s spirit in cultural heritage and promote the Chinese culture to
the public.

Officiating guests at the Grand Opening of JTIA, 2014 (Source: JTIA)
Architecture of JTIA
The site JTIA occupies has been in existence for more than a century serving
successively as a customs station, dwellings for Chinese labourers, a quarantine station,
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a prison, a hospital for infectious diseases, and finally a psychiatric hospital. As shown
in the two construction diagrams in 1905 and 1910, the quarters and kitchen being
constructed and the elevations of the quarantine station at the time remain as almost the
same as now, and the design of it is coincident with the existing buildings, which
suggests that the layout of the complex today has remained unchanged since the site’s
time as a quarantine station. The complex has remained closely intertwined with the
historic and social changes of Hong Kong regardless of its change in functions over
time; its historical and architectural values are unique.

The plan of the quarantine station, 1905 (Source: Government Records Service)
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The building retains its 1910 design: pitched-roof, granite gable wall, arched window,
and chimney (Source: JTIA)
The building cluster in the Low Zone, which was built in 1910, is laid with doublelayer red brick in English bond. The core of the cluster is the main building, where a
fireplace was installed presumably for the hospital’s administrative and medical staff.
The cluster in the Middle Zone (the year it was built is unknown), was originally built
as but then was rebuilt as single-layer red-brick houses. The bonding technique of these
bricks is different from those in the lower zone. The brickwork arrangement of these
red-brick houses was simple enough to aid in quick construction and meant that the
complex could easily be converted from huts. Hence, the design of the Low Zone
cluster reflects that it had been the core of the entire complex; whereas, the Middle
Zone’s single-layer buildings revealed the architectural transition in the early days.
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Appearance of the red-brick structures at the Low and Middle Zones (Source: JTIA)
The complex was most well-known when it served as a hospital, and some of the
facilities of that time are still in place today. As early as in the Lai Chi Kok Hospital
period, the complex was already a red brick construction, an example of 20th century
healthcare construction in Hong Kong and can be likened to the Hong Kong Museum
of Medical Science on Hong Kong Island. The hospital is perched on a hill adjacent to
Castle Peak Road and Ching Cheung Road. The site is hidden among trees and is
geographically kept apart from other structures in the area. This makes the site
particularly suitable for use as a quarantine station or a hospital.
Looking into details, many places of the complex are different from an ordinary
red-bricks structure; the most distinctive is the rounded red bricks at the door outside
each of the buildings. They were polished from square-shaped to having round edges
to make it easy for hospital beds to be moved in and out of the buildings, and prevent
patients bumping into them when entering and exiting the buildings.

Round-edged bricks help when beds are moved in and out (Source: JTIA)
The two incinerators built respectively in the middle and high zones look differently
from each other. The one in the Middle Zone had two tanks marked with Chinese characters
“oil” and “water”, while the incinerator in the High Zone looks similar to ones used in
villages in the New Territories. According to the building plans of the hospital period, there
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was a storage facility for chemicals near the incinerator in the Middle Zone, which could
be used for handling regular waste as well as the thermal treatment of clinical waste in order
to keep the area hygienic. This reflects that that the hospital was well established and fully
equipped; the zones could run comparatively independently so the overall operation of the
hospital was not compromised if there were problems in one zone. The architectural design
of the site was a perfect match to its function.

Restoration of JTIA
Revitalizing historic buildings is a way of conserving built heritage. Revitalization
is to endow a historic architecture with a new function while conserving its core value,
enabling the building to continue serving the public.
Protection of built heritage is not limited to the historic and architectural
characteristics of a building, but also to the natural ecology and collective memory
coexisting with it. The collective memory is a witness to the lifestyle and the culture of
the people living at that particular time.
The revitalisation of Lai Chi Kok Hospital to Jao Tsung-I Academy has referred to the
following international conservation charters and principles:


ICOMOS. The Venice Charter – International Charter for the Conservation
and Restoration of Monuments and Sites. International Council on
Monuments and Sites, 1964.



The Australia ICOMOS. (Draft 1997 revised version), The Burra Charter –
Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance. Melbourne:
Australia ICOMOS Inc. International Council on Monuments and Sites, 2000.



Agnew, Neville and Demas, Martha (ed.), The China Principles, Principles
for the Conservation of Heritage Sites in China (《中國文物古蹟保護準則》),
The Getty Conservation Institute, Los Angeles, 2002.



Heritage Lottery Fund. ute , Los Angeles , 2002.ric Places .Published in
http://www.hlf.org.uk/, no date (accessed on 15 June 2008).

The landscape conservation, planning and design of Jao Tsung-I Academy has referred
to the following principles:
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Canada: Guidelines for Landscapes. Published in
http://www.pc.gc.ca/docs/, 2004 (accessed on 18 July 2008).

Therefore, while preserving the complex, JTIA followed the Conservation
Management Plan placing emphasis on the intangible historic and aesthetic values of
the building and the impact of it on the community and society. The team also took
reference of the international standards for conservation of heritage sites, giving due
regard to the Venice Charter and Burra Charter, aiming at keeping the characteristics of
the original structure and injecting new elements into the old complex. Thus, the team
considered the usage and alterations of the complex over the period of its existence, and
evaluated the value of the building, and the heritage significance when setting strategies
for design, handling of details, administration management, and future maintenance.
JTIA is unique in the first batch of the scheme compared single historic buildings,
for example, Lui Seng Chun in Mongkok, and Old Tai O Police Station on Lantau
Island because the project consisted of multiple buildings of the former Lai Chi Kok
Hospital scattered on a hillside. In order to retain the appearance of the buildings, its
decoration, and architectural structure, the restoration work was kept to a minimum so
that the basic architecture was unaffected. The conservation consultant had made every
effort to protect the existing buildings, keeping intervention to minimum so its
appearance to retained the authenticity and integrity of the original complex, while
putting in additional features to accomplish the needs of the complex today. After
revitalization, the simple and practical design of the century-old red brick structure was
retained, only minimum restoration was undertaken on the Chinese double-clay pitched
roof, the traditional beams, trusses and rafters, and exterior decorations.
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The revitalization has kept the original appearance, decorations, and structure of the
building (Source: JTIA)
In order to comply with the current Building Ordinance, the conservation team had
to install new facilities in the traditional buildings. For example, installing airconditioning and ventilation facilities inside the building to keep air-flow, enhancing
lighting system to create good exhibition environment, and adding a sprinkler system
for fire safety. All this additional equipment would increase the loading of the purlins
and roof, so the team had to make reinforcement of the roof and add steel structure on
the rafters in order to comply with the current regulations of the Buildings Department
and to ensure safety of visitors. In addition, the team had to restore the buildings to the
original appearance as much as possible. When JTIA took over the place, the fireplace
was covered with tiles, and the furnace was tightly sealed by a wood board.
Nevertheless, the team made reference of the style of the contemporary fireplace to give
it an original look, and cleared away the additional tiles and board.
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The fireplace after restoration (Source: JTIA)
There are some structural alterations in the revitalisation plan including the
Theatre and Skylight Atrium in the Middle Zone. The flooring between the ground and
the first floors of the theatre was demolished and structurally strengthened. New
facilities such as a control room and light tracks have been added in order to provide a
high-ceiling activity area.
The Skylight was altered to a higher level above the atrium next to the Theatre. To
minimize structural influences, the Atrium keeps a gap apart from the adjacent historic
buildings. The alteration also provides an all-weather outdoor area.
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The Theatre after revitalisation (Source: JTIA)
The red-brick wall of the single-storey buildings in High Zone and the Low Zone
were finished with plaster and white paint. In order to help visitors viewing the original
red bricks, the team had manually dug up the surface of the wall, without damaging the
building structure, and machine polished the surface of the red bricks to remove cement
remains; followed by salt clearing and spreading with protective layer. A skylight
atrium has been added to cover the red-brick walls, not only to protect it from
weathering, but also convert the area to an outdoor activity venue.

Skylight Atrium after revitalization, Middle Zone (Source: JTIA)
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To safeguard the integrity of historic buildings, as mentioned in the Venice Charter,
conservation work should also be done on the neighbouring environment in addition to
the historic building itself. The team has kept the integrity of the layout of the three
zones, increased the connectivity of the zones, and retained the historic red-brick walls,
which reflects how the team has taken into account the integrity of the complex and set
the standard for the local revitalization.
Therefore after the revitalization, JTIA not only has kept in-situ protection of the
boundary stone of the Kowloon customs and the incinerators. The complex was
converted to a gallery, a heritage hall, a restaurant, a theatre, a hotel, exhibition halls,
and activity rooms.
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Map showing the location of Lai Chi Kok Hospital (Source: JTIA)
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Plans from Architectural Services Department (Low Zone)
(Source: Lai Chi Kok Hospital Resource Kit)
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Plans from Architectural Services Department (Middle Zone)
(Source: Lai Chi Kok Hospital Resource Kit)
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Plans from Architectural Services Department (High Zone)
(Source: Lai Chi Kok Hospital Resource Kit)
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Mission of JTIA
The old compound is revitalized. The restoration works of the Low Zone of JTIA
was completed and opened to the public in 2012. By 2014, the entire complex
(including the Middle and High Zones) has been in operation. Regardless that over the
span of the past hundred years both the functions and the roles of the buildings have
been changed many times, one thing remains the same – owing to the architecture and
its unique location, the complex has kept on responding to the needs of society.
Today, in response to the need of society for cultural development, JTIA has
become a cultural landmark of Kowloon West. It does not only preserve a hundredyear-old historic building and inherits the historical values of the architecture and the
community in the region, but also bestows the building with an in-depth meaning.
Upholding the “cultural heritage” as its guiding principle, the buildings breathing and
living heritage have become a vibrant platform for promoting culture and the arts.
Through the organizing of various types of exhibitions, courses, seminars, workshops,
and competitions, the Academy promotes Chinese culture to locals and overseas
tourists, initiates international cultural exchange activities between Hong Kong and
other countries, advocates the public to actively taking part, and continuously shoulders
the role of inheriting Chinese culture and the mission of making contributions to society.
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Aerial view of JTIA (Source: JTIA)
JTIA Today
The Academy, standing like an oasis on a hillside in Lai Chi Kok and covering 32,000
square metre, is one of the local cultural landmarks of Hong Kong. After revitalization,
it still retains the original design of 3-section layout (High, Middle, and Low Zones)
and accommodates – a cluster of historic buildings out of which 15 blocks are open for
public use. The revitalization work has connected the three zones by flights of stairs
and lifts and blended the complex into the neighbouring environment as much as
possible. The site has become a cultural hub integrated with the natural environment.
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Map showing facilities of JTIA (Source: JTIA)

Promotional activities such as creative activities, cultural exchanges, filming and
cultural tourism are all required nowadays in order to cope with the present need for
cultural development. Therefore the complex has been re-designed to provide various
types of indoor venues for these innovative activities after the revitalization and
strengthening works. The Heritage Lodge, a hotel with a total of 89 guest rooms in five
buildings, is housed at the High Zone of JTIA. In the Middle and Low Zones, there
are exhibition halls, a theatre, a lecture hall, activity rooms, a restaurant, a café, a tea
house, and outdoor courtyards. In addition, a free daily shuttle bus for visitors to the
Academy is in service. An Automatic teller machine (ATM), vending machines, barrierfree access, and a reception area are available in the Academy; this large century-old
complex is ready to welcome visitors with its modern and convenient facilities.
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Modern facilities: Shuttle bus and vending machines (Source: JTIA)
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Low Zone
The Low Zone where the main entrance of JTIA stands is the major gateway for
visitors. The original appearance and elements of the two rectangular single-storey redbricks buildings have been kept for showing the characteristics of local Chinese
architectural craftsmanship. One of the buildings has been revitalized into The Gallery
with three exhibition halls. The first hall is a permanent display area for Professor Jao’s
works, while the 2nd and 3rd halls are for holding themed exhibitions co-organized with
different cultural organizations. The other building, a red-brick structure for medical
staff and workers quarters, has been revitalized into a Heritage Hall for displaying the
historical development of JTIA and to help visitors understand how the complex has
been conserved and revitalized.

Interior of the Gallery (Source: JTIA)
The Old Guard Room and the Stone Boundary Wall for the old prison and
infectious deceases hospital periods still remain. The Crack Monitors installed on the
walls in the Low Zone were made for engineers to detect if there was any structural
change.
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Crack Monitors outside the stone boundary wall for monitoring safety of the structure.
(Source: JTIA)
Detailed attention has been given to all the objects inside the Academy for
adapting the environment and the new use of the historic complex. The lily ponds
between the Gallery and Heritage Hall is named as “Light and Shadow” coming from
a verse written by Zhu Zi of Song dynasty: ｢半畝方塘一鑒開，天光雲影共徘徊。
問渠那得清如許，為有源頭活水來｣, literally means “The pond is like an opening
mirror, where the light and shadow are lingering upon it. If you ask the pond why its
water is so clear, it is because of the fresh water keeps coming from the source.” The
pond nurtures plants including lotus and water lilies, and reflects the scenery of
neighbouring trees, sky, buildings, and people. It hopes that like running water, one
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should pursue for new knowledge, and keeps the mind as clear as mirror. The artistic
conception of the verses is enlightening and meaningful. The statue of Professor Jao
stands at the courtyard behind the pond. Not far from the statue, Professor Jao and
Professor Charles Kao had witnessed the planting of a Ficus rumphii, symbolizing the
flourishing of JTIA and the hope that Chinese culture would be passed down from
generation to generation.

View of the Pond “Light and Shadows”, Low Zone (Source: JTIA)
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Professor Jao Tsung-I and Professor Charles Kao had witnessed the planting of a Ficus
rumphii in the Low Zone (Source: JTIA)
Middle Zone
The Middle Zone has the largest area of JTIA (6,500 square meters). The zone is
formed with six double-storey red-bricks structure converted from patients and
activities rooms. After revitalization, the cluster has been divided into three major
sections: activities venues, exhibition hall and dining area.
The team had redesigned the interior of the Academy for the needs of various
activities. The arts workshops at Block K can hold different types of workshops; the
conference room is an ideal setting for meetings with its multi-media projector, sound
equipment, and video-conferencing equipment. The activity rooms at the lower floor of
Block J are equipped with audio and projection facilities and are suitable for holding
various kinds of cultural courses and interest workshops. Located on the upper floor of
Block J is the Lecture Hall, an elegant venue for seminars and retreats.
Inside the Resource Centre on the upper floor of Block G, the conservation team
has installed a water source and pantry facilities for holding various types of activities
including cultural events and workshops. The lower floor of Block F is an exhibition
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hall where flexible space and hanging accessories are available for holding different
types of themed exhibitions.

Interior display of activity rooms after revitalization (Source: JTIA)
The Theatre at Block I is the only single-storey building in Middle Zone and the
most special one. Originally it was a two-storey building, the team has altered it to a
single-storey building by linking the two floors by removing the floor slab in between
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and installed steel supporting frames inside the structure creating a space suitable for
various types of performances. The newly installed features in the include stage
lightings, audio and projection equipment, and a 94-seat auditorium featured with
simultaneous interpretation facilities. Since the buildings in the Middle Zone are of
single layer brick design, sot the acoustics would be affected by outside noise and
vibration, the team has installed movable wooden walls on the sides of the block out
extraneous sound and to improve the listening experience.
Internal finishes of the Theatre (Source: JTIA)

In addition, dining areas have been set up in the Middle Zone providing visitors
with food and beverage services including a restaurant, tea house, and coffee shop. As
there are plenty of space for outdoor activities in the zone, JTIA has not only put up
outdoor furniture in the courtyards, but also an all-weather outdoor venue by installing
a glass canopy in the atrium between the restaurant and theatre. With reference to the
Burra Charter or not making too many changes to historic buildings, the design has
provided for an open space for outdoor activities. The installation of a canopy is also
revertible and can be detached to the building if necessary without affecting the
structure and appearance of this historic building.
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Outdoor seating facilities (Source: JTIA)

The glass canopy in the Atrium provides an open space for activities
(Source: JTIA)

High Zone
Traces of history can be found inside High Zone, such as the ancient pier, one of
the oldest heritage remains in the area; the incinerators of the hospital period, and the
shrines of Kwan Yum and the Earth God. The unique Heritage Lodge was revitalized
from five 2-storey red-brick buildings, each having a theme: lute, chess, poem,
calligraphy, and painting. The guest rooms are of contemporary Chinese design and
equipped with modern facilities. Together with an idyllic scene outside the buildings,
guests are guaranteed a unique accommodation experience in an urban oasis.
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A suite in Heritage Lodge in the High Zone (Source: JTIA)

Christmas at Heritage Lodge in the High Zone (Source: JTIA)
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Past and Present – Stories Taking Place
at the Site of Jao Tsung-I Academy

Chapter 4 – Revitalization of Jao Tsung-I Academy

After its revitalization, JTIA has fulfilled many social functions
and met the needs of the society including history, culture, arts,
education, and livelihood. It actively promotes to the public the
different cultures and accomplishes its responsibilities as a
social enterprise
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This project aims to conserve and revitalize this Grade III historic compound from
a static entity to a vital hub for meaningful cultural exchanges. The Academy aims to
conserve history, culture, and the environment.
Heritage Hall
The site where JTIA presently situated had played many different roles over the
span of the past hundred years. Today, the Heritage Hall, a permanent exhibition,
introduces the evolving history of the site and the process of its revitalization by means
of text, historic pictures, interviews, films and interactive media.

Heritage Hall: “A Century of Contributions” (Source: JTIA)
The site was sheltered by hills and faced the sea before reclamation was carried
out in the Mei Fu and Lai Chi Kok areas. In the late nineteenth century, a Qing subcustoms post was built in the location together with a pillar engraved with “Kowloon
Customs Boundary” that marked the boundary of the land. However, the earliest
construction remaining on the site was Chinese labourers’ quarters built by the British
in the early twentieth century. Then after repair and alterations, it became a quarantine
station and subsequently a prison. In 1938 the site became “Lai Chi Kok Hospital”, an
infectious deceases hospital, then a psychiatric hospital, and eventually in 2000, it was
converted to a “‘HA Care Home”, providing rehabilitation services for ex-mentally ill
persons.
The Heritage Hall is therefore divided into four units to reflect the site’s four
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transformations. “A Century of Contributions” held in Unit One displays a timeline and
a video outlining the evolving history of the site chronologically over the past century.
“Witnessing Historical Changes” in Unit Two relates the earlier history of the site with
interactive games, has a replica of the Kowloon Customs boundary stone, and illustrates
the period when the site was a Customs Station during the Qing dynasty, the Chinese
labourers’ living quarters, the quarantine station, and the prison. With a documentary
video and oral history interviews, “A Silent Guardian” in Unit Three tells the history
and historical figures of the infectious diseases hospital and mental care home. Lastly,
the exhibition is wrapped up with the theme of “Passing on the Heritage” in Unit Four,
highlighting the conservation and revitalization process of the entire complex.

Heritage Hall: “A Silent Guardian” (Source: JTIA)
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Kowloon Customs boundary stone (replica) (Source: JTIA)
Permanent Exhibitions at the Gallery
The Gallery is another venue in the Low Zone for permanent display where houses
the finest painting and calligraphy works of Professor Jao Tsung-I. Professor Jao, alias
Rao Gu’an and Xuantang, was born in Chao’an County in 1917. A contemporary
sinologist. Professor Jao settled in Hong Kong in 1949 and taught in the Chinese
Department of The University of Hong Kong in 1972, where he began his remarkable
academic career.
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The Gallery displays the finest collection of Professor Jao Tsung-I’s drawings and
calligraphy (Source: JTIA)
Professor Jao spent much of his life in pursuing academic knowledge and arts, and
was well recognized for conducting “a symphony of academics and the arts”. He had
studied on his own since childhood and dedicated his life to scholarly research. Being
regarded as a sinologist and a renowned master of humanities, the ,arts and traditional
literature, he started with Dunhuang and Chao Studies, and held a wide range of
academic studies: Ancient Chinese History, Oracle Bones, Bamboo and Silk Scripts,
Confucian Classics, Confucian Rituals, Religions, The Songs of the South, Regional
History (including Chao studies), Sino-Foreign Cultural Relationships, Dunhuang
Studies, Bibliographic Research, Chinese Classical Literature, and Art History. 46
Professor Jao has provided many new insights in his fields of study in his pursuit of
“authenticity, truth, and righteousness”. His have been collected in about 130
publications.
Besides academia, Professor Jao also made a name for himself in the world of arts.
He had profound knowledge of calligraphy, landscape painting, figure painting, and
seal craving. He integrated and assimilated the essence of traditional arts from different
schools and developed his own personal style and subsequently received numerous
awards in the fine arts. The “Four-screen Lotus Set” displayed in the Gallery is one of
his fine works, an embodiment of the spirit of his inheritance and creativity.
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JTIA was gifted with Jao’s “Four-screen Lotus Set” drawn in 2011. The reason
Professor taught lotus drawing was twofold. His name, “Tsung-I ” means to take Zhou
Dunyi (周敦頤) of the Song dynasty as his model as Zhou had linked the lotus blossom
to a virtuous person upholding their lofty principles in his celebrated essay Ode on the
Lotus (愛蓮說). Secondly, the character “lotus” in Chinese has meaning of “load” and
“responsibility”, which implies that JTIA is determined to play a pivotal role in
Chinese culture.
The “Four-screen Lotus Set” is a painting on four stand-alone screens,
representing the various stages of lifecycle of the lotus – budding, in full bloom, and
withering. The technique he applied in the work, that is, the use of colour for the lotus,
the leaves and stems, the brushwork and the selection of drawing paper was different
from traditional Chinese ink painting. Instead, he made use of magnificent colours such
as indigo, vermilion, golden and white. He painted the leaves with splashed-ink, drew
the intertwining stems with powerful strokes, and incorporated the brushworks with
Dunhuang line drawing and Western oil painting to present lotus’s vitality. He did not
use ordinary rice-paper but translucent flimsy. The painting presents that lotus is divine
flower, remaining beautiful and untainted despites it’s surrounding and symbolizing a
man of complete virtue. The work also demonstrates the rich imagination and creativity
of Professor Jao; it is a bold, innovative, and fully displays freedom of spirit.
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“Four-screen Lotus Set”, drawn in 2011. (Source: JTIA)
The “As Fish in Water”, is another good example of Professor Jao’s “applying
knowledge in art” practice. The four characters in the drawing are written in oracle
script – one of Professor Jao’s significant studies. He has said, “The foundation in art
is knowledge, and the sources of knowledge is art”. He mixed painting and calligraphy,
used his calligraphic techniques in this paintings.

“As Fish in Water” Calligraphy, 2008 (Source: JTIA)
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Education Promotion:
Exhibitions, Study Trips, Drama, and Community Activities
Riding on the architectural and natural resources of the revitalisation project,
HKIPCC maximizes its 30-years of cultural networks and influences by organising
different types of programs, including exhibitions, student activities, seminars, art
performances, workshops, festive events, and weekend markets. With all these efforts
in creativity, effectiveness, and publicity, the cultural life of the society at large is
uplifted.
JTIA has been playing the role as a cultural platform since its opening, promoting
the development of culture and art by means of different sectors. With this platform,
JTIA allows the communities to exchange their culture and experience the unique
culture of Hong Kong.
Therefore, JTIA has organized many different types of exhibition activities and
coordinated with communities of various natures in the arts and culture realms, thus to
share with the public the history, culture, and art of different sectors, and play the role
of cultural platform.
Hong Kong over the past 100 years Historical Photo Exhibition
The exhibition displayed nearly 100 historical photographs covering the years from
1841 to 1997 showing Hong Kong under different historical moments.
Maritime Silk Road Exhibition
The Maritime Silk Road was a major conduit for Chinese-foreign trade during most
times in China’s history. The exhibition showcases relics from major Chinese maritime
trade cities such as Guangzhou, Quanzhou, Macau, and Hong Kong which had played
important roles in the development of maritime transportation and mutually influenced
each other.
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Posters of “Hong Kong over the Past 100 years Historical Exhibition”, and “Maritime
Silk Road Exhibition”. (Source: JTIA)

Culture-themed Exhibitions
For cultural promotion, JTIA holds exhibitions with different themes to show Chinese
culture in all its manifestations as well as the uniqueness of Hong Kong’s culture and
its own particular lifestyle.
The Vivid World of Chinese Characters
This current exhibition uses innovative displays and interactive media to help
visitors to appreciate the beauty and intrinsic creativity of Chinese characters through,
interactive games, DIY workshops, and guided tours. It promotes Chinese characters
and the essence of Chinese culture to the public.

Opening ceremony of The Vivid World of Chinese Characters Exhibition (Source: JTIA)
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Public and Students at the workshop of The Vivid World of Chinese Characters
Exhibition (Source: JTIA)
Ding Ding to Kowloon
With a collection of photographs of trams, relics, oil paintings and Time-lapse
photography and some rarely known stories of tram drivers, Ding Ding (Trams) was
brought to JTIA. Coincidentally, JTIA and the Tramways share the same philosophy
and both are dedicated to promoting the unique heritage of Hong Kong.

Representatives of Hong Kong Tramways and the public at the “Ding Ding to Kowloon”
Exhibition (Source: JTIA)

Art-themed Exhibitions
JTIA is an art hub of West Kowloon and hosts many art exhibitions. In addition to
putting up Professor Jao Tsung-I’s innovative calligraphy and painting for exhibitions,
for example, “Sentiments for Hong Kong: Jao Tsung-i’s Paintings and Calligraphy”,
“Professor Jao Tsung-i’s Painting Exhibition”, and “Glamour of the Jao’s Lotus” that
demonstrate Professor Jao’s abundant and profound knowledge of art, JTIA had also
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held different themes of exhibitions either solely or in conjunction with other parties.

Posters for three of Prof. Jao’s painting exhibitions held in the Gallery
(Source: JTIA)
The Magnificent of the Song Academy Liu Qing Yang’s Painting Exhibition
In the exhibition, Liu Qing Yang, a young contemporary Chinese painter exhibited
his paintings in the style of the Imperial Academy of Art of the Song dynasty. His works
showed us the intricate skills need for traditional Chinese painting. He embraced the
concept of “investigating things” that was a feature of neo-Confucianism into the
objects in his works, that is, birds, landscape, and Chinese characters, to capture the
spirit of Chinese traditional culture.

Poster of The Magnificence of the Song Academy Liu Qing Yang’s Painting Exhibition
(left); and Liu Qing Yang sends to JTIA his Song’s court-style Chinese paintings (right).
(Source: JTIA)
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Calligraphy and Painting Exhibition of Master Chi Chern
For over 30 years, Master Chi Chern incorporated calligraphy in painting to perfect
his internality and to promote Buddhism.

Master Chi Chern Doing Calligraphy at the Exhibition (Source: JTIA)
Bao Youdie and Peking Opera Theatre, Hong Kong – Peking Opera Trail in Hong
Kong in the 1980s and 1990s Exhibition
Bao Youdie was reputed as “Shanghai’s Mei Lanfang”. Besides commemorating
Bao Youdie, the exhibition also promoted Peking Opera to the general public.

Members of Peking Opera Theatre and officiating guests (upper photo)
Performing at an excerpt from Peking opera (lower photo) (Source: JTIA)
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Education Delegations
JTIA has invited famous scholars and professors to hold themed seminars on
different topics in order to increase the public’s and students’ interest in Chinese culture.
Mr. Wang Binghua was invited to lecture on a series of talks on Silk Road overland and
to analyse the development of Western civilization based on archaeological discoveries
in Xinjiang. Mr. Wang is the former Director of the Xinjiang Institute of Archaeology,
presently a doctoral tutor at the Institute of Western Languages, National University of
China, Renmin University. Another scholar, Dr. Chan Man-hung, gave a series of
lectures on “Chinese history dialogues”, telling stories from the flourishing age of the
Han and Tang dynasties and related them to current administration practices.

Prof. Wang Binghua (left) and Dr. Chan Man-hung (right) giving lectures.
(Source: JTIA)

Student Education
Commercial sponsorship has enabled JTIA to organize a series of integrated
activities for secondary and primary students to gain an innovative learning experience.
For example, “The History and Culture Study Plan”, and the program of historical and
cultural special report competitions under the title “Those years ... those things”, all
provided students and teachers opportunities to learn about local history and understand
the essence of the Hong Kong spirit, that is, to be, hardworking, self-improving, and
sharing, so that the local students would better understand the history of Hong Kong
and contemporary China.
The “Chinese Culture @ New World” had organized a series of elegant and
popular cultural activities under the theme of the “Silk Road” to help the local academy
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and the public to learn the past and the current life of Euro-Asia, and to feel the
magnificent contribution that the Silk Road has made throughout the ages. The project
presented the new prospects brought by the prevailing development between China and
the world, helped young people to pay more attention to current affairs, and raised their
interest in history, and to be in line with modern living. The project had chosen 60
students from more than ten local secondary schools to act as Silk Road Ambassadors
and sent them for field trips to overland Silk Road – the Xinjiang, and Maritime Silk
Road – Guangzhou and Quanzhou. The program helped students to learn the history of
the Silk Road and to understand the development of modern China.

Invited by The History and Culture Study Plan, Dr. Leung Yat Ming talked with
students at the “Hong Kong Over the past 100 years” historical photograph exhibition
(Source: JTIA)

30 students participated in a Xinjiang Silk Road study trip (Source: JTIA)

Cultural Tours
JTIA worked with travel agencies on planning inbound and outbound routes for
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travelling to different regions in China. The “Silk Route – West Asia and Iran 10 days
trip” was to understand the ancient empire – Persia. “The trip of Three Kingdoms – The
Battle of Chibi” was to get to know the heroic Three Kingdoms period. The “Tour of
Wooden Constructions and National Treasures in China: An Overview of the Legacies
of the Tang, Song, Liao, and Jin Dynasties” was to appreciate the wisdom of Chinese
ancient architecture.
Chinese Opera
Kunqu has a unique style and a long history in the development of Chinese
classical opera. JTIA has invited popular troupes from Mainland to participate in
cultural exchange activities in Hong Kong. Through performance, vocal concerts and
forums on Kunqu, JTIA carries forward this traditional Chinese art, and helps the public
to understand the music, colour, and beauty of this ancient art form.

Various types of Kunqu activities are held for public appreciation (Source: JTIA)

Community Activities

JTIA Flower Festival
Every year from February to April, JTIA is a feast for the eyes as flowers bloom
all over the site. To appreciate the blossoms and share the joy with the public, JTIA coorganizes with different groups a series of culture and arts activities including
photography competitions, writing contests, Chinese New Year concerts, culture salon,
outdoor drawing sessions, and workshops.
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Activity highlights at the Flower Festival (Source: JTIA)

Hanging-around @ JTIA
Surrounded by a series of themed displays, handicrafts fairs, music performances,
parent-child workshops, and sharing sessions, the atmosphere of this historic building
is always filled with freedom, openness, and interaction. Over there, JTIA promoted
original and local handicrafts, deepened the public’s knowledge and interest of
handicrafts, and provided a platform for youths to show their performance talent, and
allowed different age groups to experience diverse cultural experience on Sunday.
The promotion of original and local handicrafts arouses the public’s interest in
handicrafts. JTIA provides a platform for young people and families to show their talent
in creating handicrafts and culturally themed gifts. There are many “hands-on”
opportunities for visitors of different age groups and from different walks of life to
embrace cultural diversity and enjoy a special Sunday.
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Handicraft fair and themed display – experiencing the creativity of local
Hongkongers (Source: JTIA)

International Museum Day
JTIA celebrated Hong Kong International Museum Day, turning it into its own
annual open-day by offering cultural programs including exhibition, docent services,
seminars, workshops, and experiential activities. The event has helped the public to
understand the Academy after revitalization, encouraged them to participate in cultural
activities, and to work with JTIA in its social role as a museum.

Festival Activities
JTIA makes celebrating festivals with the public as a way to promote traditional
Chinese culture. The Academy has organized carnival style activities to celebrate Midautumn festival with residents in the district. JTIA has also held outdoor parties, operas,
and “first-writing” ceremonies for Chinese Lunar New Year. Celebrating festivals
together strengthens the relationship among communities and maintaining traditional
Chinese culture and customs.
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Festival celebration passes on traditional handicrafts and links communities
together (Source: JTIA)

Experiential Workshops
JTIA has collaborated with different kind of people and institutions to hold various
types of workshops about Zen living, flower arranging, and the tea ceremony to let the
general public experience culture and integrate it into their daily life.

Integrating tea ceremony and meditation into everyday life (Source: JTIA)

Experiencing oriental flower arranging (Source: JTIA)

Collaboration between JTIA and Social Enterprises
JTIA has collaborated with different social enterprises to promote culture, and
coordinated programs with like-minded institutions to integrate living with culture and
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for those who might have difficulty accessing similar programs.
Venue Partnership Scheme – Hong Kong Youth Art Development Project
The Hong Kong Youth Art Development Project organised by the Promotion of
Young Artists Foundation implemented a partnership with JTIA in Venue Partnership
Scheme. The joint activities including the Master of Arts Education, the Master
Succession Workshop, and the Hong Kong International Youth Painting Competition
took place in the venues of the revitalized JTIA. It made use of the Academy’s facilities
and consequently injected the building with an artistic atmosphere. By means of holding
drawing activities, organizing international arts and cultural activities, and publishing,
the local and overseas youth have been given more opportunities to have personal
contact with the visual arts. They built an international platform and encouraged the
youths to unleash their potential in innovation.

Art Exhibition and Masters Succession Workshop (Source: JTIA)

Cultural Partners – “Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra” and “People on Board”
JTIA has made itself as a platform to bring music to society in many ways.
Together with the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, the Academy has invited people from
different walks of life to the site to enjoy and learn about Chinese music. Surrounded
by scenic beauty, the two parties jointly organized a series of activities such as concerts,
seminars, and art education for the public in the Academy. Both parties are committed
to fostering collaboration in promoting Chinese music and passing on its rich heritage.
JTIA has developed a board game “Passing the Torch: Jao Tsung-I’s Chinese
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Culture Tour” with “People on Board”. The game contains many different types of
cultural elements inspired by Professor Jao’s studies, that is, calligraphy, Chinese
painting, music, and history. When playing the game, players learn to appreciate the
process of Professor Jao’s self-learning and academic achievements, and thus be
encouraged to study more about China, its history and its arts, and thus “pass it on”.

Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra’s orchestral season launch at JTIA (Source: JTIA)

News conference about the board game – “Passing the Torch: Jao Tsung-I’s Chinese
Culture Tour” (Source: JTIA)
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Promotion of Tea Culture - Lock Cha and Té Bottega
Lock Cha is committed to establishing a platform for promotion of Chinese culture,
and JTIA is the perfect venue for the purpose. The two parties are complimentary to
each other in promoting tea culture and refining the standard of the public’s knowledge
in tea-drinking. Therefore, JITA has jointly to set up Té Bottega with Lock Cha for
promotion of tea culture, and established a multi-function tea house and art gallery.
Both parties endeavour to make a cultural milieu for tea drinking, tea appreciation,
exhibition, training, and research.

Lock Cha and Té Bottega are located at Block F of JTIA (Source: JTIA)
Promotion of Eastern and Western Dining Culture – Restaurant and Coffee Shop
JTIA invites professional catering teams, currently, Yi’s Kitchen and Pacific
Coffee, to serve in the Academy for the promotion of Eastern and Western fusion
cuisine. While visitors enjoying themselves in the Academy’s cultural ambience, they
can also enjoy a variety of good food and beverages. Catering services are also available
to support different types of activities held in the Academy.
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Interior of restaurant and coffee shop (Source: JTIA)
Heritage Lodge
The High Zone has been revitalized to “Heritage Lodge” providing 89 guest rooms
in five buildings themed as “lute, chess, poem, calligraphy and painting”. Each of the
buildings offers standard rooms, feature rooms and suites. The suites at the upper floor
of each building are designed in simplex Chinese style, accompanied with a bedroom
and a sitting room, both decorated with Chinese furniture and lighting fixtures of rustic
and classical charm. The rest of the guest rooms are decorated with different themes
and features to present different kinds of Chinese style. In order to make this
conservation project more distinctive, both local residents and overseas travellers are
welcome to stay.
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Reception of Heritage Lodge (Source: JTIA)
Heritage Lodge carries the spirit of “inheritance of heritage” (thus its name
“Heritage Lodge”!) in its operation and is dedicated to implementing the idea of
revitalization – endeavouring to conserve the historic complex and pass on the cultural
significance to the next generation. Through joining the various types of cultural
activities such as docent services and experimental programs organized in JTIA and the
Heritage Lodge, people can better understand the past of this 100-year-old historic
complex, the roles it has been playing in Hong Kong, and appreciate the contribution
that it has made to this city. Guests of the lodge, while enjoying the uniqueness of the
traditional architecture, better understand the importance of conservation, become
interested in knowing the stories behind the buildings, and ultimately spread the
message of the importance of conservation.
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A themed-guest room decorated (Source: JTIA)
In addition, the Heritage Lodge positions itself as a green hostel. The environmental
card provided in all the guest rooms reminds visitors to save energy, reuse towels and
bed sheets, and bring along personal bathing amenities. All outdoor spaces are open to
guests. Visitors can view from height the scenes of the entire Academy, taking part of
a large scale historic complex rarely seen in Hong Kong.
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Outdoor natural scenery in the garden area (Source: JTIA)

Awards
The Jao Tsung-I Academy has been striving for continuous improvement in all
aspects since opening in its current configuration. In recent years, it has won a number
of architecture and social enterprise awards that signify appreciation from the
community.
JTIA stood out from the crowd to receive the award “Good Design Best 100” for
recognition of the adaptive reuse of the former Lai Chi Kok Hospital into Jao Tsung-II
Academy. The award is a comprehensive design evaluation and commendation system
founded by the Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry to recognize good
design work from thousands of entries.
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The Hong Kong Institute of Architects (HKIA) bestowed awards on architectural
projects of the HKIA Annual Awards in 2014. For its revitalization project, JTIA was
honoured to receive the HKIA’s Special Architectural Awards – Heritage and Adaptive
Reuse from the Jury out of 57 entries at the activity of the 50th anniversary of the HKIA
Annual Awards.

The community program “Hanging Around @ JTIA” Sustaining our Cultural
Heritage is what JTIA submitted for application of the award of “NGOs/ NPOs/ Social
Enterprises Communications” in the 3rd Hong Kong Public Relations Awards (2016).
JTIA was honoured to receive the Award of Merit of the category.
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Award presentation ceremony of the 3rd Hong Kong Public Relations Awards (2016)
(Source: JTIA)
The Academy’s “Hang Seng – Jao Tsung-I Academy History and Cultural Scheme
2016”, won the Silver award of Public Welfare Communication in the 13th China
Golden Awards for Excellence in Public Relations.

Award presentation ceremony of the 13th China golden awards Ceremony for
Excellence in Public Relations (Source: JTIA)
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“Jao Tsung-I Board Game”, a board game co-developed by JTIA and People on
Board, won a Silver Award in the Leisure & Recreation category in the “Hong Kong
Smart Design Awards 2017” organized by the Hong Kong Exporters’ Association.

Hong Kong Smart Design Awards (April 2017) (Source: JTIA)
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Past and Present – Stories taking place
at the site of Jao Tsung-I Academy

Chapter 5 – A Heritage Trail with Century-old
Artefacts

A flurry of conservation activity has shed light on the shifting
functions of these historic buildings over the past century,
transforming an isolated location into a unique public space and
cultural artefact set against the picturesque backdrop of towering
trees. Besides being a showcase of conservation and
revitalisation, the buildings are also a microcosm of Hong Kong
history. Therefore the Academy has established a Heritage Trail.
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Appreciation of Antiques, Monuments, and Nature
The purpose of setting up Jao Tsung-I Academy Century Heritage Trail is to help
visitors follow the historic footprints of the Academy, and arouse their interest in
conservation and revitalization. The trail link ups the historical artefacts spread over the
three zones by means of signage. Visitors can scan QR codes from information boards,
visit JTIA’s website for information, or refer to the Century Heritage Trail leaflet, then
take themselves on a self-guided tour.

Leaflet of Century Heritage Trail (Source: JTIA)
Visitors set off from the Low Zone, going through the Old Guard Room where it
had once been the main entrance and the Stone Boundary Wall built during the
Quarantine Station period. They then pass through the Gallery and see the sharedchimney fireplace, and immediately feel how it would been like to be one of the medical
staff when the complex was a hospital. Along the way, the visitor would notice the
Crack Monitors installed on the red-brick walls or the stone boundary wall at different
periods for architects to investigate if the building had subsided.
Upon arrival at the Middle Zone, the visitor would see the 100-year-old Kowloon
Custom Boundary Stone that had divided the border and witnessed the establishment
of the Shum Shui Po Custom Station. They would then pass by the newly-added glass
canopy, tracing the restoration works done on the ancient building and comparing the
newly cemented and white-painted wall alongside the restored red-brick wall, and
appreciate this innovative method of conserving built heritage. In addition, visitors can
the Old Incinerator in the distance, which was used to burn medical waste during the
infectious diseases hospital period.
Visitors linger over the bridge connecting the Middle and High Zones and look
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towards Shum Shui Po, Lai Chi Kok, and Mei Foo; they will see how much the
neighbourhood has changed over the decades. Before reaching the High Zone, there are
remains of Chinese traditional customs – the shrines of Kwun Yum and the Earth God
that have been in existence since the hospital period, a spot where healthcare workers
and patients would go to pray for peace and tranquillity during those years. Across the
site there used to be a seafront, where the old pier was used to board ships during the
time the site was a Kowloon Sub-customs post and Chinese labourers’ quarters.
The Heritage Trail connects to and is surrounded by an extensive natural
environment. The Academy’s grounds house over a thousand plants, including
Bauhinia variegate, plumeria, and ficus microcarpa, and different kinds of fruit trees
such as carambola, grapefruit, and mango. Most of these plants are native to this area,
and have attracted dozens of species of birds. The site is a diverse ecosystem, and a rare
oasis in a bustling metropolis.

Natural ecological landscape (Source: JTIA)
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Docents Training and Promoting of the Heritage Trial
History needs to be passed down and interpreted by people who hold different
views. Though visitors can tour the site by themselves, the Academy offers a docent
service as one of the major education activities in JTIA. Periodically, the Academy
recruits people who are interested in history, arts, and culture and provides them with
professional training about the Academy, the conservation process, on-site history,
architecture and characteristics of ecology, basic docent knowledge, and skills. Talks
by academics and experts, field trips, and other activities help docents to understand
the historical development of the place. Docents are the major contacts between visitors
and the Academy, and assist JTIA to introduce to the public the history of the complex,
and how the characteristics of the architecture and the ecology conservation in
neighbourhood have been retained. They help the public to appreciate the historical
artefacts, to learn and to care about local conservation projects.
On 4th April, 2017, JTIA invited Professor Siu Kwok Kin, Department of Chinese
Literature and Director, Centre for Hong Kong History and Culture Studies Chu Hai
College of Higher Education, Hong Kong; and Hong Kong Cultural Imaging Workshop
to lead the study of historical artefacts inside the Academy for JTIA volunteers.

Professor Siu Kwok Kin, staff of Hong Kong Cultural Imaging Workshop, and JTIA
volunteers studying historical artefacts on the site (Source: JTIA)
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A free “Cultural Guided Tour” is held daily at 3 pm; no registration is required for
public guided tours. The tours are led by trained docents, who tell visitors the history
and the architectural characteristics of the Academy and explain the conservation
process of the entire complex.
On International Museum Day or JTIA’s Open Day of JTIA, arranges docent
service for the Heritage Trail and opens closed areas to visitors. Visitors learn from the
tour about the history of this century-old academy and its conservation and
revitalization work.

Professional docent showing visitors around on the daily group tour (Source: JTIA)
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Setting up Signage and Artefacts
Many of the historic artefacts and signage in the complex were retained after
revitalization; they have been lined up to design a trail across the three zones of the
complex. Visitors can stop at these points of interest to explore the past of the complex,
which also tells Hong Kong’s history in miniature. With the help of heritage signage,
QR-code, visitor can start his journey wandering in the passage of time and exploring
the interweaving history stories of the following relics.

Fireplace (Early 20th Century)

Location: Hall 1, The Gallery, Low Zone
The Rumford type fireplace is a characteristic of the Gallery architecture. The main

parts of the fireplace (from top to bottom) are the chimney, the mantel, and the firebox.
The surface of the bricks on the chimney is quite rough in texture, but the brick surface of
the mantel is much finer. The tiles on the fireplace racks are kept intact where there are
even patterns arranged. It is believed that the metal part of this firebox, with a cross

symbol on top, was made in England. The specialty of the design is on the firebox. Even
though the box is shallow, it could radiate heat widely and effectively because the
fireplaces were installed inside the partition wall between two rooms, therefore
reducing the heat loss. These details show the sophistication of the architect’s design.
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Fireplace in the Gallery (Source: JTIA)
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Old Guard Room, Stone Boundary Wall, Crack Monitors (Early 20th Century)
Location: Backdoor, Low Zone
According to the Report of the Director of Public Works in 1908, the government
arranged to purchase all the buildings from the lessees of the Transvaal Emigration Depot
at Lai Chi Kok for a sum of $3,000 with a view to utilizing them for a quarantine station.
These buildings required a considerable amount of repair because they were originally built
as a temporary structure. The government decided to erect a masonry boundary wall to
enclose the buildings and repair the old Customs Station for the use as a guard house.
Hence, the entire site of the Academy including the High, Middle, and Low Zones,
had once been encompassed by a granite stone wall. The portions of the stone wall near the
main entrance and the rear door have been retained. As the Old Guard Room is still in good
shape as it has been managed and protected since the early years. As early as in 1934,
engineers had already installed crack monitors on the wall to monitor the structural change
of the building. A crack monitor inscribed “24th November 1934” still hangs on the exterior
wall of the Old Guard Room. Some monitors with the year “1962” inscribed on them can
be seen on the top right and bottom left of the exterior wall for inspection.
The location with the name signage had once been the main entrance of the “HA Care
Home”. The light blue signage “Lai Chi Kok Hospital” on the stairs is still visible across
the road. The old King George V post-box where staff and patients posted their letters, has
been replaced with the modern version.
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Old guard room (view from car park) (Source: JTIA)

Old guard room (view from back entrance) (Source: JTIA)
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Crack Monitors (1970)
Location: Low Zone
The red bricks on the walls of the buildings in the Low Zone were laid in
traditional English bonding – alternate rows of headers and stretchers. This bonding
method makes the brick walls thicker and stronger, and sufficient to form part of the
support structure of the building.
This piece of wall is well conserved. In 1970, engineers installed crack monitors
on the wall to monitor the structural change of the building. Some of the monitors
inscribed with “November 3th, 1970” can still be seen on the exterior wall. The original
position of the window remains to the left of the wall.

Crack Monitor etched with 1934 at the rear door, Low Zone (Source: JTIA)
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Crack Monitor and Information Board behind the Heritage Hall (Source: JTIA)

Red Brick Walls (1930)

Location: Skylight Atrium
The buildings in the Middle Zone are of single-storey red brick structure and
different from those in the Low Zone. The inner walls of the buildings under the canopy
were originally covered by red bricks, which had been cemented and painted white
during the time the complex was a hospital.
The wall is still in good shape today. In order to restore the red bricks, conservation
consultants had investigated various methods to remove the cement from the surface. It
has to be done by hand and inch-by-inch, followed by slight machine sanding off the
bricks to clean off the remnants. They then desalinated the surface and painted the walls
over with a clear protective chemical; the red bricks thus reappeared as if new. Later
the canopy was rebuilt to protect the red brick walls from harsh weather conditions and
provide a venue for outdoor activities.
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Restored Red-brick Wall at Skylight Atrium, Middle Zone (Source: JTIA)

Information Board introducing the reveal of red bricks (Source: JTIA)
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Kowloon Customs Boundary Stone (1887)
Location: Eastern Hillside, Middle Zone
After research carried out by local historian Professor Anthony Siu Kwok Kin and the
Jao Tsung-I Academy, it is believed that the stone situated at the east of the hill at JTIA and
inscribed ‘Kowloon Customs Boundary’ was erected around 1887. Presumably the stone
was erected around the time of the establishment of the Kowloon Sham Shui Po subcustoms in the Qing dynasty. Many of the sub-custom stations in Kowloon were built within
Hong Kong; however, only the remnants of those in Ma Wan, Tai Tsan Island, Inner Ling
Ding Island, and Sham Shui Po (Lai Chi Kok site) are still in existence. This boundary
stone is therefore of special significance in Hong Kong’s heritage conservation.

“Kowloon Customs” Boundary Stone (Source: JTIA)
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Information Board of “Kowloon Customs” Boundary Stone (Source: JTIA)

Old Incinerator I (1930s)
Location: Next to Block F, Middle Zone
From 1938 to 1975, this site was once the Lai Chi Kok Infectious Disease Hospital.
This incinerator was for the disposal of clinical waste. There is a water tank on top of
the incinerator in case of fire.
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Old Incinerator, Middle Zone (Source: JTIA)
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Information Board, Middle Zone (Source: JTIA)

Old Incinerator II (1930s)
Location: High Zone
Unlike the incinerator in the Middle zone, this one is similar to the typical
incinerators found in rural area and was used to handle regular and normal waste. In the
early days, this incinerator served as a more convenient way for hospital staff to get rid
of regular waste as there was no regional service to handle this.
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Incinerator at the High Zone (Source: JTIA)

Old Pier (Late 19th Century)
Location: High Zone
Lai Chi Kok was once near the waterfront, so an old pier has been found on the
site. Due to its distinctive geography, the site had always been ideal for a wide range of
public facilities including the Kowloon Customs Sub-station (1887 –1898), Chinese
Labourers’ Quarters (1904 –1906), and a Quarantine Station (1908 –1910s). The pier saw
the end of its service in 1921 when land reclamation took place in Lai Chi Kok.
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.
Old Pier at High Zone (Source: JTIA)

Information Board of Old Incinerator and Old Pier, High Zone (Source: JTIA)
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Kwun Yum and the Earth God
Location: High zone
Kwun Yum was a male divinity who came to China from India and evolved to
become a female deity showing sympathy, compassion, and mercy. Kwun yum has
been portrayed in various ways: as a goddess in white, holding a willow branch, purity
vase, or fish basket, some have thousand hands and eyes and some as deity “a Shi
Wang”. As a bodhisattva-mahāsattva, she is dedicated to leading people out of misery
on hearing the pleas of those who are suffering. People will be saved if they pray to her
in times of trouble.

A wooden couplet written “西山玉竹千年，南海蓮花九品” (The bamboo has
been grown in Xishan for thousand years, and the fragrance of the lotus in Namhai has
nine grades) is installed at the shrine of Kwun Yum. It is thought that during the
complex’s time as the Lai Chi Kok Infectious Disease Hospital (1938 – 1975) and as a
psychiatric Rehabilitation Centre (1975 –2004), patients visited this statue to worship
Kwun Yum.
In traditional Chinese culture, worshipping the Earth God is paying tribute to the
earth. People now pray to the Earth Good for good fortune, wealth, peace and an
abundant harvest.
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Kwun Yum and Earth God (Source: JTIA)

Information Board of Kwun Yum and Earth God at High Zone. (Source: JTIA)
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Past and Present – Stories taking place
at the site of Jao Tsung-I Academy

Chapter 6 – Outlook

Historical Trails in Sham Shui Po District
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The Commissioner for Heritage's Office (CHO) was set up in 2008 under the
Development Bureau to conserve local history and remaining heritage buildings in
Hong Kong. Their objectives are to preserve existing historic buildings by adopting
innovative approach to optimize the use of it, changing its original function, injecting a
new life to it, enabling it to continue its mission, rejuvenating it to a new cultural
landmark for public use and creating new job opportunities. The revitalizing of the Old
Tai O Police Station into a heritage hotel and Mei Ho House in Shek Kip Mei into a
youth hostel are excellent examples. After revitalization, the many artefacts of historic
value and the compelling stories of historic buildings provide attractive places for
visitors to explore.
To encourage public appreciation for built heritage, the government/nongovernment organizations identifies suitable heritage attractions, researches
information about these attraction and links it with other points of historical interest. A
route would be drafted that would eventually become a heritage trial linking it with
signage and information boards to help visitors, either walking or driving. The Ping
Shan Heritage Trial, Dr Sun Yat-sen Historical Trail, and the Kam Tin Historical Trail
are the most prominent of the government’s historical trails.
JTIA is situated in the Sham Shui Po district where many links to the past remain.
These historic places and objects can be linked to form a heritage trail. Having clearly
marked trails and with trained docents helps the public to gain insights about the local
history and culture and also benefits the development of the local tourism.
Two heritage trails, starting from the exits of Sham Shui Po MTR, can be designed
by linking up the relics scattering across this district.
Route A:
West bound from Sham Shui Po MTR -- Apliu Street Flee Market – Tong Lau (Shop
house) – Shek Kip Mei Estate – Mei Ho House – Former North Kowloon Magistracy –
Sham Shui Po Police Station – Old Site of the Sham Shui Po Concentration Camp -Lee Cheng Uk Han Tomb -- JTIA
Route B:
North bound from Sham Shui Po MTR -- Apliu Street Flee Market –Tong Lau – Sham
Shui Po Garment & Fabric Market -- Sam Tai Tsz Temple and Pak Tai Temple at Yu
Chau Street – Sham Shui Po Tin Hau Temple at Yee Kuk Street and Sham Shui Po
Chinese Public Dispensary -- Shum Shui Po Mo Tai Temple at Hai Tan Street -Boundary Street -- Sham Shui Po Pier -- JTIA
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Details of historic information of the above heritage are described as follows:

Apliu Street Flea Market

The Apliu Street Flea Market, the most concentrated distribution centre for the
electronic trade in Hong Kong, is located in Apliu Street between Nam Cheong Street
and Yen Chow Street. It flourished owing to the factories in Sham Shui Po were getting
more tech savvy since the 1950s and the rapid development of electronic products.
Consequently, stalls were set up on pavements in the area selling electrical parts and
second-hand electrical devices. In 1970s when the transistor age began, the components
market in Hong Kong was starting to take off and Apliu Street became a market selling
to radio amateurs those inferior products made by electronic factories. Shops
congregated together selling radios and electronic parts and radios; stalls were also
covered with electrical components; Apliu Street is now the market for electronic
products in Hong Kong. The place was famous for offering the newest electronic
models at bargain prices. As soon as these products were getting popular, the shops at
Apliu Street switched to selling mobile and Japanese-made electrical appliances. Given
that electronic products are being constantly updated and that the prices were cheap,
the street has become the only flee market selling electronic components and devices
in Hong Kong.
Verandas
Tong Lau were popular in the 1920s. A typical tong lau is a rectangular in shape
and are either two to four storeys. The ground floor is generally for shop use. The
veranda is built on the upper floor and faces the street and spans over the pedestrian
walkway and rests on two square pillars. These pillars also support the exterior wall
and constitute a street passage in the form of porch. Usually, the upper part of the
exterior wall is filled with decorated patterns.
There are still many Tonglau in Sham Shui Po, the most famous ones are as follows:



No. 58 Pak Ho Street, a 2-storey grade II historic building with square pillars.
Nos. 269-271 Yu Chau Street (intersection between Yu Chau Street and Kwai Lam
Street), a 2-storey grade II historic building built with square pillars.



Nos. 269 and 271 Yu Chau Street (intersection between Yu Chau Street and Kwai
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Lam Street), a grade III historic building, built with 2-storey and square pillars.
Nos. 117-125 Nam Chong Street, a 4-storey grade III historic building built with
square pillars.
Nos. 130-132 Ki Lung Street, a 4-storey grade III historic building built without
square pillars.
Nos. 51-53 Yen Chow Street, a 3-storey grade I historic building built with square
pillars.
Nos. 187-189 Apliu Street, a 3-storey grade II historic building built with square
pillars.
Nos. 170 Yee Kuk Street, a 3-storey grade II historic building built with square
pillars.

The Tonglau still exist in Sham Shui Po

Sham Shui Po Garment & Fabric Market
The Sham Shui Po Garment & Fabric Market is by far one of the largest one of its
kind in Hong Kong. It starts from Tai Po Road at the east, Lai Chi Kok Road to the
west, south to Cedar Street, and north to Kwai Lam Street. The section between Ko
Chong Street and Cheung Sha Wan Road is the busiest area of the market. Sham Shui
Po has been the base of local clothing and weaving industry since the 1950s, and there
were many family-run cottage factories. The textile mills and weaving factories near
Cheung Sha Wan drew many new businesses to the district, including fabric shops on
Pei Ho Street, buttons and embroidery shops on Nam Chong Street, sewing machine
shops on Lai Chi Kok Road, and fabric and leather goods shops along Shek Kip Mei
Street. These shops and stalls selling fabric on the street caused congestion in the area.
In 1957, the government enacted laws to regulate it by setting up an area for installing
a row of shops of 3 by 4 feet each in-situ to accommodate licensed hawkers. Every
morning between 5 a.m. and 7 p.m., fabric and garment hawkers ran their wholesale
business in the area between Shek Kei Mei Street and Yu Chau Streets. The area so- 130 -

called “morning bazaar” was at its peak in 1980s during when more than 300 stalls were
in operation. Today there are only 40 to 50 stalls remaining and their business activities
are confined within the commercial and residential buildings along Cheung Sha Wan
Road and Fuk Wing Street.

Shek Kip Mei Estate
Many people fled to Hong Kong from mainland China after the establishment of
The People's Republic of China in 1949. Many of them were poor and had to settle in
shabby huts along the hillside at Sham Shui Po. A major fire broke out in six villages
in Shek Kip Mei on the 24th December, 1953 and 53,000 residents became homeless.
By two months after the fire, the government had already constructed two-storey
Bowring Bungalows as transitional accommodation for the refugees. The fire heralded
the start of Hong Kong’s public housing programme. There were a total of 29 H-shaped
resettlement blocks built on the site; each unit was about 100 square feet in area and
residents had to cook outside on the public veranda. These units were designed without
internal toilets and bathroom facilities, so residents had to share public bathrooms and
toilets in the central connection block. The economy in Hong Kong was in recession
during the 1950s to 1960s; the family population at the time was generally high, usually
a family of six or seven people would pack in a small unit commonly known as “a
family of eight share one bed”. Schools were set up on the roofs of the resettlement
blocks. By the 2000s, the old housing blocks of Shek Kip Mei were dismantled; 4,110
new flats have been successively built for reestablishment and completed in 2011.

Mei Ho House
Mei Ho House, built in 1954, was previously the Block 41 of the Shek Kip Mei
Estate, is one of the Mark H-shaped public housing of Hong Kong and the only
surviving six-storey and H-shaped resettlement block. Being vacant in 2004, Mei Ho
House was designated as a Grade I historic building the following year. In 2008, the
government rolled out the Revitalizing Historic Buildings through Partnership Scheme
and the Hong Kong Youth Hostels Association became a partner to transform Mei Ho
House as a youth hostel with the motto “Mei Ho House of Livelihood”. The Hostel was
opened in December, 2013nd operated under a social enterprise. It has 130 guest rooms
and a museum that displays the development of local public housing and the residents’
daily life at the time.
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Mei Ho House

Former North Kowloon Magistracy
The Former North Kowloon Magistracy, located at No. 292 Tai Po Road, Sham
Shui Po, was designed and built by Palmer and Turner Architects in 1960. This sevenstorey building functioned as a magistrate’s court handling all cases in the Kowloon
District. The building was typical of civic architecture at the time. Facing Tai Po Road,
the front façade was constructed with tall narrow windows featuring a projecting bay
and a double-canopy, and annexed with a grand entrance staircase. The building is
mainly granite finished, built with a main hall at the central atrium, and decorated with
many neo-Classical architectural features. There is a central Italianate-style staircase
with ornamental ironwork balustrade featuring Grecian motifs. The magistracy was
closed on 3rd January, 2005; all cases of the magistracy were then taken over by Kwun
Tong Magistracy and the three additional courts established at the Kowloon City
Magistracy. The building has been designated as a Grade II historic building.
In 2008, the Government rolled out the Revitalizing Historic Buildings through
Partnership Scheme. The SCAD Foundation Hong Kong Limited won the bid to
revitalize the magistracy through the scheme to the Savannah College of Art and Design.
The project has protected and preserved the unique appearance of the building and
provides 1,500 student places at tertiary level and is a major study centre of digital
media in Asia. SCAD opened on 13 September, 2010.
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Former North Kowloon Magistracy
Sham Shui Po Police Station
The Sham Shui Po Police Station, situated at the junction of Lai Chi Kok Road
and Yen Chow Street, was built in 1924 when Sham Shui Po was being developed into
a new district in the early 1920s in response to the influx of Chinese immigrants. Both
the station and the Yau Mei Tai Police Station are the oldest police stations in Kowloon
district.

Sham Shui Po Police Station
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Old Site of the Sham Shui Po Concentration Camp
The old site of the Sham Shui Po Concentration Camp, situated at the area of Lai
Kok Estate and Sham Shui Po Park, had been a military camp built in 1927. After the
fall of Hong Kong, the Japanese captured 7,000 prisoners of war, including British and
Canadian soldiers, in the Sham Shui Po Concentration Camp in February 1941. The
prisoners were tortured; and due to lack of medical treatment, many of them died. The
Camp resumed operations as a military camp after the end of World War II in 1945. In
1977, the camp was closed and the land was handed over to the Hong Kong
Government. A portion of the site was then became the Lai Kok Estate (alias Lai Kok
Estate) and Lai On Estate. In 1980s, the land in the neighbourhood of the estates was
being used as a Vietnam refugee camp (Jubilee Transit Centre), which was then moved
to Pillar Stone, Tung Mun in 1989. The previous camp site at the west of Lai Chi Kok
Road was rebuilt to Sham Shui Po Park in 1983, where the three boundary stones of the
camp inscribed with “M.O.D.B.S. Mo.10 Military Squad Boundary” remain. In 1989,
the Hong Kong Prisoner of War Association planted a few trees and erected a plaque in
the park to commemorate those who died in the concentration camp. In December 1991,
the Canadian Veterans Association in Hong Kong had also planted two maple trees to
commemorate the sacrifices of their soldiers.

Old Site of the Sham Shui Po Concentration Camp (The current Sham Shui Po Park)

Lei Cheng Uk Han Tomb
Lei Cheng Uk Han Tomb is the only Eastern Han brick tomb found in Hong Kong.
It was accidentally discovered in 1955 during the construction of the Lei Cheng Uk
Resettlement Estate. Sixty-one burial ceramics were unearthed from the tomb. The
tomb was made into Lei Cheng Uk Han Tomb Museum and opened to public in June,
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1957. It was declared as monument in 1988.

Lei Cheng Uk Han Tomb Park

Lei Cheng Uk Han Tomb

Shum Shui Po Mo Tai Temple
Mo Tai Temple, located at the intersection of Hai Tan Street and Boundary Street,
was renovated in 1891 in recognition of the deeds of Mo Tai (武帝) / Kwan Tai (關帝).
The temple also houses Man Cheong (God of Literature & Bureaucracy), Tai Sui (Sixty
Lords of Time), Kwun Yum (Goddess of Mercy), and Pau Kung (God of Justice). There
are three plaques inscribed in 1894 about the geographical significance of Sham Shui
Po and the renovation of the temple. The plaques record the donations made by officials
which is valuable information to the study of New Kowloon history prior to the leasing
of the New Territories. It also contains the shop names and donations from temple
disciples. The temple relics display a high level of craftsmanship. The temple is
administered by the Chinese Temple Committee.

Mo Tai Temple, Hoi Tan Street
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Sam Tai Tze Temple & Pak Tai Temple
Both the Sam Tai Tze Temple and the Pak Tai Temple are situated in Yu Chau
Street. Sam Tai Tze Temple was built in 1898 and is the only temple in Hong Kong
where Na Cha (哪吒，also known as Sam Tai Tze, literally meaning “the third prince”)
is the main deity. It was said that in 1894, a terrible epidemic broke out in Sham Shui
Po; the residents in the area invited the image of the patron deity Sam Tai Tze, from
their native place in Huiyang (惠陽) to Sham Shui Po to help suppress the epidemic
and built the temple to commemorate the deity. The temple presently houses bells and
drums dating back to 1886 from the old Tin Hau Temple in Shum Shui Po.
The Pak Tai Temple next to Sam Tai Tze Temple was moved from the seafront of
Sham Shui Po to its present location in 1920. Apart from the main deities of Pak Tai,
the temple also houses other deities including Tong Sam Chong and Man Cheong.
The two temples are administered by the Chinese Temple Committee, and both
were rebuilt in 1985.

Sam Tai Tze Temple

Pak Tai Temple

Sham Shui Po Tin Hau Temple
Sham Shui Po Tin Hau Temple, situated in Yee Kuk Street, was built in 1901. The
current bell in Sam Tai Tze Temple, Yu Chau Street tells us that the Sham Shui Po
temple was notably large. The bell was made in 1886 and collected from the old Sham
Shui Po Tin Hau Temple.
The temple was renovated in 1990. Not many relics remain apart from a bronze
bell from 1915 and a pair of couplets at the main entrance from 1913. Apart from the
main deity of Tin Hau, the temple also houses Pao Kung (the God of Justice), Kwan
Tai, and Tai Sui. Next to it is the old site of Sham Sui Po Public Dispensary. The temple
is administered by the Chinese Temple Committee.
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Tin Hau Temple at Yee Kuk Street

Sham Sui Po Public Dispensary
The Sham Shui Po Public Dispensary was originally situated next to the Tin Hau
Temple. In 1911, the Chinese community raised funds to establish a public dispensary
since Sham Shui Po district lacked sufficient medical services for a growing population.
The Sham Shui Po Public Dispensary was therefore built and opened in 1915. To cope
with the increased need for health services in the district, the government built another
a new two-storey public dispensary on Yee Kuk Street in 1930s to replace the old clinic,
which is still in use today.

Sham Shui Po Public Dispensary
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Boundary Street
Great Britain ceded the southern part of Kowloon in 1860 under the Convention
of Peking; hence a boundary line was drawn across the peninsula from Kowloon
Fortress in front of Kowloon Wall City, westward till the north of Stonecutter’s Island;
the southern part of Kowloon was separated from the Mainland. In 1898, the New
Territories (the area at the north of Kowloon) was leased to Great Britain. In 1911, the
boundary was turned into a road and named Boundary Street where Kowloon was to its
south and the New Territories to the north. Since 1937, the area to the north of the street
and to the south of Lion Rocks, including Sham Shui Po, was named New Kowloon.

Sham Shui Po Pier
Sham Shui Po Pier was originally located on the coast in front of Nam Chong
Street and Yen Chow Street. In 1929, due to population growth and rapid development
of the area, a new pier for ferry services between Central and Sheung Wan was built at
the junction of Tung Chau Street and Pei Ho Street, and became a busiest one in
Kowloon. The opening of the Cross-Harbour Tunnel saw a decline in the number of
ferry passengers. The pier was relocated to the shore next to Yen Chow Street in 1978,
and the ferry service ended soon due to lack of passengers.

Conclusion
Over the past century, the site of JTIA has undergone many changes and
developments – from a customs station, dwellings for Chinese labourers, a quarantine
station, a prison, an infectious disease hospital, and a psychiatric rehabilitation centre,
to presently, Jao Tsung-I Academy. Whatever role it has taken, be it an isolated facility
or a cultural landmark for the public, the complex is unique in its architectural and
historical value. As time goes by, the site has been closely following the paces of the
past few generations and grown to become a cultural heritage. Looking ahead, JTIA
will continue to cater to the needs of future generations and preserve the cultural
significance of this historic site.
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